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What’s Inside
Sharp Claws                 p 2

Long Teeth                  p 3

Bloodshot Eyes              p 4

Dragging Foot              p 5

Outstretched Arms      p  6-8

Lurching Gait           p  9-16
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FAIR FAMILY CALENDAR

KEEP
IN

TOUCH

Oregon Country Fair
442 Lawrence St.
Eugene, OR. 97401
(541) 343-4298
ffn@oregoncountryfair.org
office@oregoncountryfair.org
oregoncountryfair.org (event info)
oregoncountryfair.net (business site)

Mary “Dreadful” Doyon
Dan “Coffin” Cohn

Kim “Grim Reaper” Griggs
Suzi “Pumpkin” Prozanski
Niki “Hair Raising” Harris

Michael “Ogre” Ottenhausen
Brad “Bloody” Lerch

Mary “Macabre” Callaghan
norma “spooky“ sax

FFN HALLOWEEN
ALLITERATI

Tell us your name; your email address to be 
notified of the online version of the newsletter; 
your crew or booth number; name of your 
leader or booth rep; name of person who can 
verify your participation, and your mailing 
address if applying for membership.

Mail to: OCF, Membership/Mailing,  
442 Lawrence Street, Eugene, 97401.

Or Email to: office@oregoncountryfair.org

Get on the FFN and/or 
Voting Membership List

Oregon Country Fair 
Looking for Our 2021 

Poster Artist
Here is your opportunity to be a special part 

of our amazing event and design the poster 
for our 52nd anniversary in 2021. The OCF 
Poster Committee has changed the process for 
commissioning our poster designs by working a 
year ahead. We already have our poster design 
for 2020.

We will begin our process for the 2021 Fair this 
fall. Share some samples of your work or a link to 
your portfolio by Nov. 1, 2019. For more details, go 
to www.oregoncountryfairposter.com.

October

23 Food Committee, 5:30 pm, OCF 
Office

24 Elders Committee, 7 pm, Growers 
Market, 454 Willamette St., Eugene

26-27 Elder’s Retreat, Alices’s
27 Committee Best Practices Work 

Group, noon to 4 pm, OCF Office
28 Diversity Committee, 6 pm, OCF 

Office
30 Financial Planning Committee, 6 

pm-9 pm, Springfield Creamery

November

1 KOCF Halloween Hullabaloo, 7 pm, 
WOW Hall

3 Vision Action Committee, 6 pm-8 
pm, OCF Office 

4 Board of Directors meeting, 7 pm, 
Northwest Youth Corps, 2621 
Augusta St., Eugene

5 Peach Power, 6 pm, OCF Office
6 Food Committee, 5:30 pm, OCF 

Office
7 FAIR FAMILY NEWS deadline, ffn@

oregoncountryfair.org
12 LUMP, 6 pm, OCF Office
13 Craft Committee, 5:30 pm, OCF 

Office
14 Community Village General 

Meeting, 7 pm, Growers Market 454, 
Willamette St., Eugene

15 Applications to perform at 2020 Fair 
available

17 Path Planning, noon, Alice’s
18 BoD Work Session, 7 pm, location 

TBD
21 Elders Committee, 7 pm, Growers 

Market, 454 Willamette St., Eugene
25 Diversity Committee, 6 pm, OCF 

Office
27 Food Committee, 5:30 pm, OCF 

Office

December

2 Board of Directors meeting, 7 pm, 
Northwest Youth Corps, 2621 
Augusta St., Eugene

3 Peach Power, 6 pm, OCF Office
4 FAIR FAMILY NEWS deadline, ffn@

oregoncountryfair.org
4 Food Committee, 5:30 pm, OCF 

Office
11 Craft Committee, 5:30 pm, OCF 

Office
15 Path Planning, noon, Alice’s
16 BoD Work Session, 7 pm, location 

TBD
23 Diversity Committee, 6 pm, OCF 

Office

July 2020

10-12 Our Favorite Haunt!

Power to the People!
The Peach Power committee is welcoming 

new members who want to help OCF conserve 
and generate energy. The committee monitors 
energy use at the Fair, designs renewable energy 
systems, supports green project proposals 
and advises staff and the Board on energy 
management.

New members don’t need a technical 
background but should be enthusiastic about 
energy conservation. We meet at the OCF office 
in Eugene at 6 pm, the Tuesday after the Board 
meeting. Go-to-Meeting may be available.

The meetings are open to all. Please 
join us. Contact the OCF office or the 
calendar at http://oregoncountryfair.net/  
or peachey.cynthia@gmail.com for more 
information.

Happy Birthday  
Scorpios!

Here’s a shout out to 
all our great Fair family 
members! Every one of you 
deserves recognition for 
your hard work for the Fair!

Shaz Rydsted, of recycling and smoking area maintenace, cre-
ated a papercut artwork during the 2019 candidates’ forum. 
It is made from a black posterboard, 11 x 13.5 inches, with the 
top layer peeled off revealing the white paper core. He started 
it when the first speaker began and completed it when the last 
speaker finished. He then donated his art to the OCF office, 
where it now hangs on a prominent wall.

2019 Board of 
Directors Elections

Here are the tentative results. Eight 
ballots were collected on Sunday and 
are stored uncounted in sealed secrecy 
envelopes. They have been set aside as 
provisional ballots. The Elections Com-
mittee is seeking legal advice on the 
correct way to handle these.

1. Sandra Bauer - 646
2. Lisa Cooley - 603
3. George Braddock - 602
4. Paxton Hoag - 569
5. Sue Theolass - 562
6. Palmer Parker - 532
Steve Berkson - 526
Justin Honea - 515
Komo Gustafson - 507
Diane Albino - 490
Jon Silvermoon - 466
Chewie Burgess - 466
Terry Baxter - 419
Jon Steinhart - 385
Thom Barr - 207
Stephen Durkee -128

NOTE: Bob Arcand’s name was misspelled last month in his 
cover photo credit.
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Recently 
Unclassified Material

We accept UnClassifieds up 
to 30 words for $5 each, per 
issue. Send listing with $5 to 
O.C.F.-F.F.N. 442 Lawrence St. 
Eugene, OR 97401. For ques-
tions, information about display 
underwriting and to submit list-
ings, Email bradlerch@aol.com 

LOSE SOMETHING AT THE 
FAIR?
Please email lostandfound@ 
oregoncountryfair.org Give a 
detailed description of your 
lost item as well as your con-
tact information If we have 
it, we will be sure to return 
it to you.

11/1        Halloween Hullabaloo
11/2        Skizzy Mars / Yoshi Flower
11/3        Shook Twins / Mama Magnolia
11/6        The Midnight Hour
11/8        Abortion AF: The Tour
11/12      Jack Harlow / ALLBLACK
11/13      EarthGang / Guapdad 4000
11/14      Buku & Esseks
11/15      Over The Rhine
11/16      Big Freedia / Low Cut Connie
11/17      Rucci / Peacoat Gang
11/23      That 1 Guy

PROCESS WORK 
with

Richard Grimaldi, M P W

Expand creative and joyous living with 
yourself, others and the larger world

(541) 344-7604 
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This newsletter is for the Oregon 
Country Fair Family and all material is 
volunteered from the membership.

Opinions expressed here are those of 
the authors and do not necessarily reflect 
the policies of the Fair or the FFN.

Letters must be limited to 300 words. 
They will be edited for length and clarity. 
Please include name, Fair Affiliation and 
a method of communication (i.e. phone 
number or e-mail).

FAMILY 
LETTERS

Dear People,
The Oregon Country Fair is a unique and 

wonderful event — and as such should be at the 
cutting edge, the forefront of progressive values.

People attend from all over the world, and 
respect for attendee’s health, I would hope, 
would be a primary consideration — I would 
think we should be setting the example, but 
in fact we are far behind much of the civilized 
world in respecting non-smokers’ rights to 
breathe clean air.

There is no shortage of clean air in Oregon, 
with the possible exception of at the OCF. Many 
of the very best, shaded resting areas are re-
served for smoking, with little accommodation 
for those who would like to get out of the sun 
and away from the smoke!

Please remedy this situation — it’s the right 
thing to do!

Kind regards,
Art Cady
Fairgoer

Dear FFN,
I agree with Jerome Garger that nicotine 

should be gone from future Fairs. It may be 
one of the last places in the Eugene area where 
tobacco junkies can sit around under designat-
ed shady trees in a public area and slowly kill 
themselves with cigarette smoke. I mean, what’s 
holding the Fair back from eliminating tobacco 
smoking? One can’t sit around under a tree and 

take a puff on some now legal weed, so why are 
folks allowed to sit and puff on a fag (as we used 
to call them back in the ‘50s — no offense to my 
gay friends!).

I hope y’all will consider listening to Dr. J’s 
many pleas and rid the Fair of cigarette smoke 
once and for all not too farther down the road.
Dave Ulrich,
Elder

Dear Country Fair,
Tobacco is the only product I can think of that 

will certainly cause death and illness when used 
exactly as intended. It amazes me that it’s legal, 
let alone tolerated. That it would be encouraged is 
unconscionable.

My father smoked from the age of 12. He tried 
to quit many times and died at 54 of lung cancer.
Richard Esler
Fairgoer

Dear OCF,
Is it possible to move cigarette smoking to areas 

farther away from the main paths and shady spots 
where it is currently allowed?

It is time for thoughtful changes in this area. The 
elderly and young, as well as all adults need shade 
with clean air and a Fair experience with clean air.

We really do not want all those who do not 
smoke to have to pass through such toxic, nasty air 
while enjoying such a fun-filled event, do we?

It’s time for an upgrade. Let’s be responsible all 
the way around.
R. Paris
Fairgoer 

Respect Attendees’ Health

What’s Holding Us Back

Don’t Tolerate It

Thoughtful Changes

Dear Fair Family,
In regard to all the kerfuffle, I find it hard to 

understand where all this disagreement arises 
from. Without wanting to demean anyone’s 
experience, I wish to point out that the Fair is a 
three-day event. It’s a reunion of friends for some, 
a bacchanalian experience for many (a three-day 
party if you will), and it’s filled with some pretty 
interesting art in a number of genres from music 
to vaudeville to crafts and on and on. But bottom 
line: three-day event for public consumption.

My first Fair was in 1984. I take with me many 
happy memories of a more bucolic event and 
of extraordinary experiences. Since then it has 
gotten much more crowded. Seemingly, there 
is a segment of my demographic who wants to 
transport themselves back to this earlier ver-
sion and I don’t blame them. But life is as full 
of impermanence as it is both profundity and 

banality. The best thing you can do if the Fair is 
no longer meeting your needs is to step away and 
make room for someone in the next generation. 
All this infighting about Board control is kind of 
shortsighted and it’s also energy that could be so 
well spent in some other endeavor.

Please understand that the only people who 
will run for the Board are willing volunteers from 
the local area. And a true Board makes policy and 
directs the staff with the knowledge on how to 
make contracts with LTD, portapotties, and all 
those sundry, less-glamourous parts of throwing 
an event for a large paying population. In other 
words, I hope those of you with your clever ac-
ronym can find peace and not just be concerned 
with your piece of the pie or suspicious about 
what the rest of the pie is doing.
Ruth Maura Atcherson
Retired Vaudeville Crew

Kerfuffle

Sound Bites
by Dean Middleton, station manager, KOCF-FM

Are you a volunteer at the Oregon Country Fair? Would you 
consider doing additional volunteer work for the Fair at other times 
of the year? KOCF is looking for volunteers.

On November 1, at the Wow Hall, KOCF-FM 92.7 will be having 
the Second Annual Halloween Hullabaloo. We need volunteers 
to help with decorating before the event, to gather prizes for the 
raffles, and to help at the event selling 
raffle tickets and T-shirts.

What other kind of volunteer work 
do we need folks to do? First and 
most important, we need a volunteer 
coordinator. Someone with empathy, 
interpersonal skills, and the ability to 
seize opportunities and think creative-
ly. Someone who can take on the tasks 
of checking and tracking the various 
activities the station is doing and then 
make sure we have volunteers to carry 
out the work that’s needed. Someone 
who can work with our music director, operations director, program 
director, chair of the Advisory Group, and myself.

What other kinds of positions do we need help with?
We broadcast live from various locations in the community several 

times a month. We need someone to help carry the tables and boxes 
of equipment and cables, then assist with set-up and take-down. 
We usually have T-shirts and stickers that we give out for dona-
tions and need someone to help with merchandize and taking in 

money, and give away coloring sheets and program guides. They 
need to have some knowledge to be able to talk about the station.

The station is on the verge of expanding our coverage area yet 
again. We are moving our transmitter to the top of Bolton Hill and 
will likely expand our coverage to most of Eugene and surround-
ing communities. With expanded audience comes the need for the 

station to start looking at providing ad-
ditional activities and services. We may 
be able to open a studio. This opens up 
all kinds of volunteer possibilities: Front 
desk person, technical engineers to help 
DJs with their live shows, etc.. We’ve 
had numerous requests for the station 
to provide some type of a news service. 
That could generate volunteer positions 
like reporter, editor, research, on-air host, 
just to name a few.

We should have a volunteer develop-
ment director, a person that identifies and 

formulates fund-raising opportunities for the station.
We should have a volunteer promotions director, a person who 

coordinates advertising for the station both internally and externally.
As you can see, there are lots of possibilities on the horizon, some 

sooner than others. KOCF is a new radio station and the future is 
bright. Do you want to get involved and become a partner in creat-
ing the future of the station and the Fair? If so please contact me: 
deanmiddleton10@gmail.com.

Don’t forget the Second Annual KOCF Hal-
loween Hullabaloo — November 1, 8 pm at the 
WOW Hall — with costumes, raffles, and sur-
prises. Music by Terrapin Flyer, Real Gone Band, 
and The Radar Angels. This event raises funds 
for KOCF-FM 92.7 and the Jill Heiman Vision 
Fund, and also celebrates the 50th anniversary 
of The Oregon Country Fair! Please join us!
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Fair Thee Well: “Water” Paul Henderson
W. Paul Henderson, known by friends and Fair 

family as “Water,” passed away in his sleep at his 
home, “Haven,” in Alpine, Oregon, on September 
29, 2019. He would have turned 73 on October 4.

As a young man growing up in a southern 
Baptist family, Water was taken with stories in the 
Bible and nurtured a deep spiritual non-funda-
mental connection through the Christian faith. He 
championed Black equality during the height of 
the Civil Rights movement, was an ardent admirer 
of the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr., and was at one 
time the only white ally to march for redistrict-
ing in Tampa/St. Petersburg at the request of his 
friend Joseph Waller (now Omali Yeshitela).

When drafted to fight in the Vietnam War, he refused induction and applied 
for Conscientious Objector status. The story goes that he was given a pass 
from service based on an assessment of compromised mental faculties, but 
not given C.O. status. However, being a principled person, he went back to 
the draft board to convince them he was completely competent, and that the 
basis for his application was to live by the Christian principal of “thou shalt 
not kill.” His competence was reassessed, but he was not granted C.O. status.

To escape jail time, Paul fled to Canada and created a whole new life, en-
countering ministers and hippies along the way. He had many adventures 
traveling through central and western Canada, until he was forced to return 
to the United States due to an unfortunate encounter with the Canadian 
police, when, upon searching Paul’s wallet, an officer found a marijuana 
joint wedged in the recesses. Paul had completely forgotten about it, and 
when cited for possession of a controlled substance, he accused the officer 
of lying. When the officer showed the evidence, the memory came back and 
Paul knew he would be forced to return to the United States.

For several years, during which time he started a family, Water lived 
“underground,” substantially in and around the city of Seattle, escaping the 
scrutiny of law enforcement. These were difficult times because he had to 
constantly look over his shoulder. He became a certified massage therapist 
and would travel to patients’ homes to deliver services. He worked several 
jobs as a dishwasher in restaurants trying to accumulate some cash to sur-
vive, but often would have to disappear before payday for fear of getting 
caught. That all ended in 1977 when President Jimmy Carter issued an 
executive order to pardon Vietnam War draft evaders.

Water eventually traveled south to Oregon and lived for a few years at 
Earth Rising Farm, a communal farm located west of Monroe. He left the 
farm around 1987 and relocated to Corvallis to work, where he became in-

volved with the Corvallis Oddfellows Lodge and 
the Fraternal Order of Oddfellows.

Water became involved with the Commu-
nity Village during the 1980s, and originally took 
charge of the Village’s water needs. He was an 
early adopter of daytime path watering to keep 
down the dust, storing a long string of watering 
cans at his home in Tangent.

During this time, Water developed a strong 
sense of community through the Corvallis Odd-
fellows Hall. He was the force behind the Oddfel-
lows’ contribution of labor and money to Com-
munity Village during his tenure, and money 

donated by the Oddfellows helped fund Community Village Youth jobs. 
He eventually became a lifetime member of Oddfellows, serving as Noble 
Grand, past Grand and the Corvallis Lodge building manager, provoking 
occasional community controversy and protest based on a few of the names 
of now-famous groups he booked there for concerts. He helped implement 
the Oddfellows Living Legacy tree-planting program and was a strong ad-
vocate for women’s equality within the Order. He had a tremendous respect 
for Oddfellow pioneer cemeteries, not only taking care of general cemetery 
maintenance, but also working as a sextant to discover and archive histori-
cal burial sites. He continued this work through the later years of his life.

Water served on the Community Village Council from approximately 
1990 to 1994. His legacy to the Fair is the Village’s purified water filtration 
system, which he advocated and acquired Village consensus for in 1989. 
Since that time, potable water coming from the Fair’s main water cistern 
and conveyed through underground pipes is filtered directly behind the Vil-
lage’s water spigot, delivering pure, delicious, chlorine-free water directly 
into water bottles.

Water was preceded in passing by his live-in best friend and later life 
domestic partner, Altha “Faith” Seymour, who died in 2012 at age 88.  Sur-
vivors include his son Jon Dylan Henderson, stepson Hans Eichinger, sister 
Golden Strohmeier and nephew Jesse Yother. A memorial service is in the 
works pending news from the family. A notification will be posted on the 
OCF Wonderful Elders listserv and the Community Village Drum. Friends 
who do not participate in those two groups and want to attend the memorial 
can contact Hans at hossradish@gmail.com or 541-221-3653.

The next time you visit the Community Village water station, please raise 
a glass of fresh, pure water to a dear friend, father and brother, Water Paul 
Henderson.

Bill Warnisher died Aug. 25 while bat-
tling acute leukemia. It was one day after 
his birthday. He was 62. And when I think 
of him now, he seems like Gandhi, if Gandhi 
were handsome and played guitar.

Bill was a calm, compassionate man who 
floated through life making people better 
in every conversation. Yet he did not shy 
away from confronting the darkest aspects 
of crime and abuse as an assistant district 
attorney for Lane County.

If you knew Bill, you loved Bill. If you are 
just hearing about his passing, you are prob-
ably saying, “No way!” Welcome to the tribe 
of denial. I still half expect to see a text from 
him, letting me know he is OK, and sharing 
the new features of his cosmic smart phone. 

I met Bill in 1991 at the Oregon Country 
Fair, where he was rolling (I know what you’re 
thinking) Tibetan dumplings at a food booth called 
Mama’s Momos. We both enjoyed talking with 
Drupju, a Tibetan lama who, along with Judge 
Ann Aiken, would marry Bill to Kristi Anderson 
in 1996. It was at the Fair that Bill offered me his 
drug of choice: a quality gin and tonic with fresh 
limes. After a 16-hour shift, he would offer an 
understated toast, “It’s a good life.” 

Bill was one of those guys who knew every-
body. He had an incredible ability to fit in, bring 
laughter and show up for others in need — with-
out expectation for a return. Compassion was 
never a transaction, and it was never switched 

off. It was something he learned from his parents.
Bill emulated his father’s calm, contended 

demeanor. His mom stoked fires of logic, debate 
and justice. There were six kids in the Warnisher 
household in Fullerton, California, and they were 
constantly taking in people who needed shelter. 
Around 1980, 22-year-old Bill headed to Europe 
with a group of friends and made a living busk-
ing with Charlie Powell. 

He eventually traveled for five years through 
Asia and Greece. He found a special connection 
with Nepal. No doubt this “grand tour” is where 
he crafted his pervasive sense of cool and his 
stunning musical ability. He could make a guitar 
sing and cry — blues, folk, rock, jazz, you name 

it. Maybe you were lucky enough to see 
him play with his band Monroe Street. He 
developed compassion, global perspective 
and lifetime friends.

The desire to make a difference through 
the law called him home in 1989. He attend-
ed law school at the University of Oregon 
and interned with Judge Gordon Cottrell. 
He watched court every day and discov-
ered his way to make a difference — as a 
prosecutor.

But Bill was a different kind of prosecu-
tor. His reputation among defense attorneys 
was stellar. He was known for unflinching 
integrity and a relentless pursuit of the truth 
rather than victory. Mike Pugh recalls him as 
always respectful, always calm: “Bill was a 
champion for the victims.”

This is not an obit. This is a call for all of us, 
with a tip of the hat to Gandhi, to be the Bill we 
want to see in the world. We need that more than 
ever.

(Randy Harrington is the CEO of Extreme Arts 
and Sciences, a consulting firm focused on digital 
strategy. He has lived in Eugene since 1989. Dona-
tions can be made in Bill Warnisher’s name to the 
Mount Pisgah Arboretum at mountpisgaharboretum.
com and the OHSU Knight Cancer Institute. 

This article was originally published in the  
Eugene Weekly, October 17, 2019. Reprinted with 
permission from the author.)

Fair Thee Well: Bill Warnisher
by Randy Harrington, Fair Elder
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Flash Mob
What great fun! Norma Sax had the idea, but Vanessa 

Fuller was the force behind pulling it all together. We 
had monthly, then weekly, rehearsals at her dance studio 
and at the Fair site once Main Camp opened.

About 40 people danced in the actual performance 
at Main Stage during the Saturday birthday party. We 
were a colorful, loud, raucous bunch who danced and 
sang to the Beatle’s Birthday Song and had a wonder-
ful time doing it. We hope you got to see it, but if not, 
look for it on You Tube at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=3c5EvndG3ZM. (Sorry, no sound. There are 
copyright issues with You Tube and the song.)

You can also catch us at the Eugene Holiday Market 
at 11:15 am on November 16. We’ll be the ones having 
all the fun.
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50th Anniversary Fire Theater 
The 50th Anniversary Friday Night Fire Theater was a huge 

hit! Thousands of people gathered in West Miss Piggy after the 
Fair closed to hear the sounds of the Garcia Birthday Band and 
Tyler Spencer with special guests Marv Ellis, Shook Twins and 
Logan Brown showcasing an OCF version of The Wizard of Oz 
while being mesmerized by the sight of spinning fire against 
the twilight sky.

While the show was produced by the Fire Theater team, 
Lot Crew, Traffic, External Security, and Honey Pots all helped 
make it a success. Thank you to Lisa Marcus, Alli Williams and 
Conant Townsend.

Party with a Purpose: 50 years of the Oregon Country Fair
Multnomah County’s Central Library hosted a two-month exhibit on the 

Fair’s 50th anniversary in its Collins Gallery in Portland. The exhibit was co-
curated by Rachael Short at Central Library and Jerry Joffe and Terry Baxter 
of the Oregon Country Fair Archives. The opening reception, held on June 
29, featured introductions by Rachael and Terry and short presentations by 
Stephanie Talbott, OCF assistant manager, and Suzi Prozanski, author of Fruit 
of the Sixties and Brigadoon of the Sixties.  

In addition to significant contributions from the Fair’s own archives, the 12 
cases in the exhibit also included loaned art objects from Fair artists, artifacts 
from longtime entertainers Tom Noddy and Tim Furst, and even Jim Guthrie’s 
Psycho-spiritual Rejuvenation Peach. The words inscribed on the peach describe 
the spirit of the Fair this exhibit captured: “A community dedicated to the idea 
that self-reliant people create their own futures; the value of innovative ideas 
and the integrity of the work of the heart and hand.”

A yearlong exhibit opened June 8 at the Lane County History Museum in 
Eugene with a celebration planned by the OCF 50th Anniversary Celebration 
Committee.

The exhibit, curated by Faith Kresky of the Lane County History Museum, 
will remain on view through June 6, 2020. Along with archives and photo-
graphs from the Oregon Country Fair Archives, the exhibit features a variety 
of art created by Fair artists, one of Coyote Rising’s giant puppets, costumes 
loaned by Risk of Change, and the Revolutionary Oracle.

The grand opening celebration at the County Fairgrounds began with pre-
sentations by OCF and museum members and former Eugene Mayor Kitty 
Piercy. To top it off, the Oregon Heritage Commission announced the Fair’s 
designation as an Oregon Heritage Tradition. Afterward, attendees enjoyed 
music, birthday cake, tall puppets, and Tom Noddy’s bubble magic, in addi-
tion to perusing the exhibit.

Located at 740 W 13th Ave. in Eugene, the Lane County History Museum 
is open Tuesday through Saturday, 10 am to 4 pm. More information can be 
found at lchm.org.

Exhibits in Portland and Eugene

50 Mildred March to Main Stage
Saturday the Mildreds took the Fair by turquoise storm. Since the Mildreds 

aren’t good at counting, we may never know how many there were — but 
we were blinded by Turquoise. Even 
the 500 cupcakes we handed out were 
turquoise. The Flash Mob danced to 
the tune of the Beatle’s birthday song. 
Happiness was everywhere. Thanks 
to Tash Wesp, aka Mildred Hodiddle.

FLASH MOB  
ENCORE! 

at
Eugene  

Holiday Market

November 16,
11:15 am

History of the Fair in 5 Minutes
At this year’s Midnight Show, Howard Patterson of the Flying Kar-

amozov Brothers moderated a comprehensive, detailed history of the 
Fair in five minutes starting with the opposition to the Vietnam War and 
ending with the Fair 50 years later. Now you know.

Thank you to the 50th Anniversary Task Force —Sandra Bauer, Sallie Edmunds, Crystalyn Frank, Laurel Goerger, 
Jerry Joffe, norma sax and Cynthia Wooten—who developed these projects to celebrate our golden anniversary.

Stay tuned for future FFN issues that will feature more special events that joyfully commemorated this  
remarkable achievement of 50 years of the Oregon Country Fair.
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50th Anniversary Sustainability  
Initiative

Fairgoers visiting this year’s StewardShip posted their ideas about how Oregon Country Fair 
can become carbon neutral by 2025.

As part of the 50th Anniversary Sustainability Initiative and to do its part to contain the se-
vere threat climate change poses, the OCF Board of Directors passed a motion on May 6, 2019, 
stating that the Fair will strive to become carbon neutral by 2025.

This ambitious goal resulted from feedback collected over the past year as part of OCF’s 50th 
Anniversary Sustainability Initiative and is in line with the Board’s commitment to operate by 
a “seventh-generation intention.”Asked where the Fair should focus its sustainability efforts 
over the next 50 years, Fairgoers ranked carbon reduction initiatives as a top priority for future 
sustainability.

In the coming months, the Fair will establish a Carbon Neutrality Working Group charged 
with measuring the Fair’s carbon footprint and developing an action plan complete with an 
estimated budget, funding sources, and a concrete timeline for establishing OCF as a carbon-
neutral event.

The working group will make recommen-
dations to operations for things that do not 
need Board approval to implement, and also 
make recommendations to the Board concern-
ing policy and budget. The working group will 
provide annual reports on its progress until the 
goal of carbon neutrality is fully achieved.

Thank you to Andrea Carlos, Craig Smith 
and Cynthia “Peaches” Peachy for their work 
on this.

Becoming carbon neutral will require cre-
ative thinking and bold, new ideas on the part 
of the entire Fair community. If you’d like to 
participate in the working group, please con-
tact us at OCFsustainability@gmail.com.

Peach de Resistance 
On Friday at the 2019 Oregon Country Fair, the iconic 

Peach de Resistance was unveiled by the Portal Art collec-
tive. Made of recycled Volkswagen fenders and steel to create 
its iconic form, the open peach contained viewing spots that 
revealed the magical scenes in the inner chamber of the heart 
of OCF through the ages. Michael Spatzek, Sallie Edmunds, 
and Dr. Dan helped bring the Peach de Resistance to fruition.

Founders  
Celebration

On Sunday of the 2019 Oregon Country 
Fair, we honored the Fair’s founders. They 
were presented with glass Founders Peaches 
as we said thank you for this amazing event. 
Recipients were: Cynthia Wooten, Ron Chase,  
Reese Prouty, Nancy Albro, Mary Cay Liebig, 
Sandra Bauer, Terry Patrick; Posthumously: 
Bill Wooten, Mike Kilgallen, Jill Heiman; Sig-
nificant contribution: Connie Epstein. They are 
recognized as founders because of the endless 
love and work thousands of other Fair family 
have done in the succeeding years.

Legacy Acts for  
Fair 50th

by Rhys Thomas, entertainer, Midnight Show  
emcee and Coordinator of Anarchy

Besides creating about 20 minutes of new comedy 
juggling material specifically for my OCF shows this 
year, for the 50th Anniversary I created a piece about 
growing up as a hippie kid in the Veneta area. 

As I spun five fragile glass bowls, I told stories of 
each of the five decades I have spent at the OCF. It 
got very personal, emphasizing the discrimination 
and even physical abuse I “enjoyed” as a cultur-
ally different person in rural Oregon in the early 
’70s and also singing praise to the Oregon Country 
Fair for being a place where I could be myself and 
know there are similarly-minded people living and 
celebrating hippie culture. 

Over the decades, my family has worked their 
Hilltop Bakery and performed on almost every 
stage. Now three generations consider the Fair an 
"Essential Event.” It was a cathartic and loving piece. 
As my daughter said, “Wow, Dad, you got real.”

For the 50th Anniversary, Tom Noddy and my 
family curated a Midnight Show consciously filled 
with “legacy” acts including a reunion of the origi-
nal Flying Karamazov Brothers and a staging of Tom 
Noddy’s Bubble Magic for the first time in decades. 
Tom “retired” that night from actively heading the 
“Coordinators of Anarchy” that facilitate the Mid-
night Show. 

In celebration of Tom’s loooong tenure, my fam-
ily made him a medal. I drew the image, Izzy cut 
the stamp, Maria pressed the Fimo, Matilda sewed 
the ribbon and it was a lovely moment when we 
awarded it to Tom. He was actually speechless. Ha! 
Howzat? Love to all.

Patches and 
Stickers Giveaway

We gave away almost 27,000 souvenir 
patches to Fair participants and over 
50,000 stickers to our guests! Admissions 
Crew distributed the stickers as people 
went through the gates. Thank you, Ad-
missions Crew. And thank you to the Fair-
ies who walked the lines at the Wristband 
booths giving out patches.

We still have some, so if we missed you 
for some reason, please send your  name, 
phone number, crew and Coordinator 
name with a self-addressed stamped en-
velope to OCF Patch, 442 Lawrence Street, 
Eugene OR 97401 and we’ll send you one 
while supplies last.

Craft  
Demonstrations

The craft demonstrations project ed-
ucated the public about the value, skill, 
and artistry of things that are made by 
hand. The public got their hands messy 
making pots, jewelry, baskets, and mo-
biles. There were lots of glass blowers, 
forged knife-making and tie-dying. 
Fairgoers from 3 to 90 unleashed their 
inner artists. This space is yet another 
contribution to our 501(c) mission to 
educate the public. It was a beautiful 
space and absolutely stunning in the 
evening. Many thanks to Robin Marks-
Fife and Ardas Calhoun who worked 
with Sandra Bauer to coordinate this 
project. George Braddock and the Ritz 
Sauna were great collaborators as well.
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Ascha Beadwork
Started OCF 1975

I started my love affair with the Oregon Coun-
try Fair in the mid-1970s with my partner at the 
time, Crow, who did beautiful leatherwork vests 
and bags that accompanied my beadwork.

I still come every year to the same booth. Hav-
ing never missed a Fair yet, I have a wonderful 
and solid following of folks who buy my bead-
work every year for their collections and gifts.

The last 20-plus years, I’ve had the privilege to share my booth with Susan and Wesley 
of Swadeshi leatherworks.

The Fair has meant so much to me and my 
children. They’ve grown up here and now 
their children are growing, knowing the fun 
and magic that this special weekend brings.
Ascha Champie

Gritz La Ritz 
Started OCF 1972

“Chez Ray” Sewell, a classically trained 
chef, opened his Gritz la Ritz food booth 
at the Oregon Country Fair in 1972. In the 
middle of the woods in a magically rustic 
setting, Fairgoers found Chez Ray in chef’s 
whites and a towering toque hat cooking 
French toast, salmon burgers, and other 
culinary delights.

“You know the times were pretty wild 
then,” Ray said. “We all had a lot of reasons to do everything. And I thought ‘what 
a great opportunity to do it out in the woods.’ The Fair really was created out of the 
culture of free-thinkers who had come up through the ’50s and ’60s, out of the Beat 
Generation. And here was this community in practice — established and producing 

this festival. When I came into that I was 
just so overwhelmed.”

Ray cooked for volunteers before and 
after the Fair as they got it ready and took 
it down, and at the 1972 and 1982 Field 
Trip Grateful Dead concerts held on the 
Fair property.

We lost Ray in November 2018 and 
his daughter, Shine, who grew up in this 
booth, in May 2019. Their legacy of great 
food and lots of fun goes on.

from Fruit of the Sixties, © 2009 Suzi Prozanski

The OCF 50th Anniversary Task Force provided 23 historical 
markers to food and craft booths that have been at the Fair for 
40 or more years. Thanks to Sallie Edmunds for a fabulous idea 
and for recruiting the very talented Krista Gust, who graphically 
designed and produced beautiful plaques for the booths. Sallie 
and norma sax solicited information from the booths, including 
when and how they started. These were the stories featured on the 
plaques, along with photos sent by the booth reps. Jay Hogan was 
also a rock star, making the frames for the plaques. Dick Stewart 
and norma helped Jay frame the plaques. Jay, Susie Goldsmith 
and norma delivered them to the various booths on Wednesday, 
July 10. They were very well received and many of them were 
displayed during the Fair. We hope to continue this project on 
an ongoing basis, adding booths each year as they “come of 
age.” Here are just two; Fair Family News will reproduce others 
in months to come.

HISTORICAL MARKERS

Leading the Way
An Interactive Display

by Jerry Joffe

The Leading the Way Project was initiated by a 
50th Anniversary Task Force subcommittee, which 
was comprised of Jerry Joffe, Cynthia Wooten and 
Sandra Bauer. The 5 x 7 display —  a colorful mixture 
of text, photographs and a map —  highlights the 
places around the Fair site that exemplify the ideals 
and mission of the organization. It is designed to give 
the viewer a brief overview of the political and social 
environment out of which the OCF evolved, and the 
importance of the Fair’s activities in Philanthropy, 
Stewardship and Sustainability, Recycling, Commu-
nity Village, and Energy Park. 

Located in the Elders’ Still Living Room on Straw-
berry Lane, the Leading the Way display is interactive 
in that viewers can press a button associated with 
each of the five subjects to turn on lights embedded in 
the map, which highlight areas of the Fair where one 
can learn more about the subject during the three-day 
event.

Jerry Joffe produced the project and organized a 
team of talented Fair family. Michael Whitenack de-
signed the display. Marilyn Ripley created the graph-
ics. Jamie Chamoulos wired the electronics and Gene 
Ehrbar supplied the map. Numerous photographers 
and other consultants helped complete the project. 
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7 pm, NW Youth Corps, Columbia Room

(subject to approval by the Board at the  
November 4, 2019 meeting)

Board Directors present: Aaron Kenton, 
Cynthia “Peaches” Peachey, Diane Albino, 
George Braddock (Vice President), Jack Ma-
karchek (President, alternate), Jon Silvermoon, 
Justin Honea, Lily Harmon-Gross, Lisa Park-
er, Paxton Hoag, Spirit Leatherwood. Board 
Officers present: Hilary Anthony, Kimberly 
“Kimmo” Howard. Staff present: Crystalyn 
Frank, Shane Harvey, Stephanie Talbott, Wally 
Bomgaars, plus 30 members and guests. Sam 
Rutledge facilitated the meeting.

This Board of Directors meeting is being vid-
eotaped and will be available to the Fair family 
on the OCF YouTube channel for those wanting 
to watch the proceedings here tonight. To get 
links for this and all Board meetings, go to the 
Board section of oregoncountryfair.net and click 
on “Sign up to receive videos of monthly Board 
meetings.” Please note, Board meetings held at 
the OCF site are not live-streamed due to inter-
mittent access to the internet. Thank you, Sean 
Bonsell, for recording the meeting.

The following old business items were re-
moved from the agenda:

Conflict of interest — Jon S.
Board member job description — Lisa

The following old business agenda items 
were tabled:

Closed session recording and minutes — 
Aaron

OCF Organizational Chart — Lily
Establish Fair event ticket sales limits —  

Diane 

Consent Calendar / Donations

The Board members reviewed the following 
donation requests: $1,000 for Beyond Toxics, 
$2,500 for Trauma Healing Project, $1,000 for 
Ocean Blue Project, and $1,000 for Stove Team 
International.

Jon S. asked to discuss each donation request 
separately.

Diane moved and Peaches seconded to do-
nate $1,000 to Beyond Toxics.

MEMBERS: Chewie said Beyond Toxics is a 
great group of people that works together with 
NCAP (Northwest Center for Alternatives to 
Pesticides) to educate the greater community 
about toxins people are exposed to by just walk-
ing down the street.

BOARD: Jon supports it, but his concern is 
where we are with the budget. The donation 
requests total $5,500 and if approved would 
leave us with $2,895 in our Board donation line 
item. The Board has received additional dona-
tion requests for next month totaling $7,400. Jon 
said we are going over budget and this is one of 
his concerns that he stated earlier in the year. We 
have not given to Beyond Toxics in the last year, 
so Jon is in favor of giving them something but 
would like to reduce the amount by 10 percent 
and offered a friendly amendment to the mo-
tion. Diane and Peaches agreed.

As amended, Diane moved and Peaches 
seconded to donate $900 to Beyond Toxics.

Motion passed: 10-0.

Lisa moved and Spirit seconded to donate 
$2,500 to Trauma Healing Project.

MEMBERS: Palmer said he volunteered for 
this organization a few years ago and he learned 
they do very important work.

BOARD: Jon asked if they would need the 
entire amount requested between now and De-
cember, or if some of the money would be used 
in 2020. The Trauma Healing representative 
said they work on their budget every day, are 
working on a campaign to cover their budget 
in 2020 and what services they can offer, and 
the goal is to not have a gap in the services 
they provide next year. If they are not able to 
get more sustainable funding through other 
avenues, the amount requested would get them 
to March 2020.

Jon asked if the Board gave some of the mon-
ey this fiscal year, and gave additional money 
when our fiscal year begins in January, would 
that be too disruptive to the intent of what is 
being asked for? The representative said that 
would be excellent. Jon suggested the Board 
split the amount and give some out of this 
year’s budget and ask part of the donation be 
carried over into next year’s budget.

Jon expressed concern, saying the whole 
analysis he did for the Board of the pattern of 
donations of the last four to five years shows 
the requested amount of $2,500 is significantly 
higher than the original guidelines we set up. 
When he first got on the Board a number of years 
ago, $500 was the standard donation and $1,000 
was the exception. Gradually, we have gotten to 
where $1,000 and $1,500 are the standard dona-
tions. He thinks the Board needs to either figure 
out where they will take the money for this, or 
decide what are the standards. Jon suggested 
giving $1,000 now and designate $1,000 to be 
put into our budget for the next fiscal year in 
January, and offered a friendly amendment to 
the motion. Lisa and Spirit agreed.

As amended, Lisa moved and Spirit second-
ed to donate $1,000 to Trauma Healing Project 
now, and designate $1,000 to Trauma Healing 
Project in January.

BOARD: Lily wanted to clarify the amended 
motion, and asked if the amount for 2020 would 
go back onto the consent calendar or if the Board 
would automatically give $1,000 in January. Jon 
said his intent would be to give $1,000 in Janu-
ary upon approval of the fiscal budget at the 
January Budget meeting, because this would 
be included in the amount we budget for dona-
tions next year.

Lily spoke to Jon’s upcoming motion regard-
ing giving $5,000 from the Board change line 
item for sponsorship of the Ramon Ramirez Leg-
acy Fund. She said while she realizes it would 
come from a different pot of money, Jon is also 
asking to cut the donation request amounts by 
10 percent or split the amount between this year 
and next, and Lily wants to point out the larger 
amount Jon is asking for another organization. 
Lily reiterated that Trauma Healing Project may 
have to cut some of their services if they are not 
able to raise the funds needed.

Spirit said since Trauma Healing project may 
have to cut services and because of what they do 
for our community, she would like to reconsider 
the amended motion.

Jack suggested adding an additional $1,000 
to the Board donation line item budget amount 
next year, rather than taking away from next 
year’s budget at tonight’s meeting. He thinks it 
is an awkward precedence to start taking away 
from a future budget that has not yet been de-
termined.

Hilary said we should donate the money 
now, as we won’t have any more income be-
tween now and January.

Justin said he agreed it feels awkward, like a 
slippery slope. As questions continue to come 
up, he thinks the Board should truly re-evaluate 
the amount of money budgeted for philanthrop-
ic efforts as it is one of our core values. It needs 
to be a conversation at an open session about 
where we are in terms of evaluating the growth 
of the donation value requests, similar to a cost 

of living increase, and what it means to increase 
the overall budget. Unless there are more re-
straints put on the amounts requested, Justin 
does not see a change to the pattern of requests, 
even after the budget cycle. He supports giving 
the full amount now and increasing the Board’s 
donation budget next year.

Aaron said she agreed with Spirit and Justin.
Spirit asked to rescind the motion amend-

ment, go back to the amount of $2,500, and of-
fered another friendly amendment.

After a second amendment, Lisa moved and 
Spirit seconded to donate $2,500 to Trauma 
Healing Project.

BOARD: Jon asked if the makers of the 
motion would reduce the amount by 10 per-
cent, like the Board has been doing with other 
amounts requested.

After a third amendment, Lisa moved and 
Spirit seconded to donate $2,250 to Trauma 
Healing Project.

BOARD: Aaron wanted to comment on re-
ducing the amounts by 10 percent, and said she 
does not necessarily agree with that. She has 
gone along with it all year, but thinks donations 
are critical to our philanthropy in helping other 
organizations. Aaron does not want it written 
in stone that the Board is going to reduce all 
donation request amounts by 10 percent, and 
use that money on other things that are not phil-
anthropic. She is not objecting right now, but for 
the future would rather look at each donation 
request and its merit.

Jon said that is a discussion for next year’s 
budget process. One of the reasons why he start-
ed proposing doing that was because it became 
very clear last March, we were going to exceed 
what was budgeted in the donation line item. 
If we want to make sure we have money next 
year and not be in a position of saying, are we 
going to go over or reduce the requests in next 
year’s budget process, then we might consider 
something up to $50,000 which he is not op-
posed to doing. The 10 percent was just to try 
to start addressing staying within the line item 
in the budget, which he thinks in general is a 
responsible thing to do, which is to try and stay 
within the budgeted amounts. Obviously if we 
are going to be approving donations tonight 
and at our next meeting, we are probably going 
to go over budget.

Motion passed: 10-0.

Lily moved and Paxton seconded to donate 
$900 to Ocean Blue Project.

BOARD: Jon said he was going to vote for the 
motion, but there are two aspects to this request 
that he thinks relate to the larger question of 
how the Board is giving out their money. One, 
this is a general support request. Many of our 
requests have been for specific projects, and 
that’s what he thought the donation line item 
was for, when an organization has a request for 
a specific project it wanted to do and wanted 
funding for. If we are going to expand this do-
nation line item to general support, he thinks 
we need to be conscious that we are doing that, 
and discuss that when we might have a work 
session on what are our criteria and guidelines 
for giving away money.

Second, Jon said we have given them $1,000 
within the past 12 months. The other part of 
what he thought our guidelines stated was that 
you didn’t necessarily get a donation every year. 
We are gradually moving to where we are giv-
ing more and more organizations money every 
year, rather than more organizations spread out 
over the year, rather than having them all be 
repeats. Jon is not opposed to giving this money, 
but again, that is the second thing he thinks we 
need to address when we get around to discuss-
ing updating the criteria.

Secretary note: The Board has not donated to 
Ocean Blue Project in the past year. In 2018, the 
Board donated $2,000 to Trauma Healing Project, 
and $1,000 to Stove Team International.

Motion passed: 10-0.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS’  
MEETING 

OCTOBER 7, 2019
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Paxton moved and Peaches seconded to do-
nate $900 to Stove Team International.

MEMBERS: Speaking to Jon’s concerns, 
Chewie said Stove Team International has come 
to this Board many, many, many times. Maybe 
this is something that wants to go on a perma-
nent list in the future, and looking at this as 
a long-term budget consideration. Chewie is 
totally supportive of Stove Team International, 
their mission, and what they do.

Jen Lin suggested that the organizations the 
Board donates to should be published in the Fair 
Family News, such as contact information and 
how the money will be used, so that Fair family 
can also contribute to these organizations.

BOARD: Paxton said Stove Team Interna-
tional received donations in 2018, 2016, 2015, 
2012 and 2011.

Jon wanted to speak to Chewie’s remarks, 
about the donation line item and items on the 
consent agenda. When you look at the budget 
for next year, we could divide our donation line 
item into recurring and other donations. He 
would really like for recurring donations to be 
included in our annual budget in January for or-
ganizations to which we have we been giving 
over the years, assuming they want the mon-
ey. He is sure they do, and thinks it would be 
a more efficient use of our time and be more 
supportive of the organizations. Again, some-
thing to consider when we look at the donation 
line-item process.

George said this conversation illustrates a 
need for us to go back and take a look at this 
process for continuity, how the times have 
changed, and how our funds have changed in 
terms of what we make available. He does think 
it should be part of a larger strategic planning 
process, and is not sure in individual Board 
meetings it makes sense to vote on so many 
things they really don’t have a handle on.

Diane hopes we will be discussing what 
kinds of things we are going to support, and if 
they are truly in our mission because we have 
gone quite wide in our donations. In looking at 
some donation requests the Board receives, like 
stopping pet overpopulation, is not necessarily 
in our mission to do that.

Motion passed: 10-0.
For any members who want more information 

about the donation request details, please contact 
the OCF Office Staff or OCF Recording Secretary.

New Business

Approve annual meeting election results — 
Jack

Publish Board sponsored donations in Fair 
Family News — Peaches

Anti-harassment policy, directing Wally to 
work with Human Resources — Spirit

Start discussion of membership involvement 
in the planning process — Aaron

Secretary note: For the following announcements, 
staff reports, and committee reports the Board de-
cided staff and committee reports could be submitted 
to the recording secretary to save time because of the 
full agenda. Because of important or urgent issues, 
some reports were verbalized at the meeting, and 
others were submitted for publishing.

Announcements

Peaches spoke about recent committee and 
work group meetings. Please see the Committee 
and Working Group Reports section of the minutes.

Dean said the second annual KOCF Hallow-
een Hullabaloo is Friday, November 1, 2019, 8 
pm at The WOW Hall. It is a benefit for KOCF 
Community Radio and the Jill Heiman Vision 
Fund. Entertainment includes Terrapin Flyer, 
The Real Gone and the Radar Angels. There will 
be a raffle and prizes, and costumes are encour-
aged. Crystalyn said November 1 is the Fair’s 
actual 50th birthday — it will be fun and quite 

a celebration!
Amy said the first annual OCF Moop-a-thon 

was held October 12 with lunch and dinner 
provided to the volunteers who helped. This 
new event is a cross-crew, inclusive cleanup 
of the Fair site to help minimize impact to the 
land during flood season (“Moop” stands for 
“matter out of place” removal). Crystalyn gave 
huge thanks to Amy for taking the lead, and to 
Construction and Decon, site staff and Kitchen 
Crews for coordinating the event.

Lily spoke about the Vision Action Commit-
tee. Please see the Committee and Working Group 
Reports section of the minutes.

Sue announced the Eugene Holiday Mar-
ket starts Saturday, November 16, at the Lane 
Events Center.

Shelly said Jon Pincus was recently in ICU 
at Riverbend Hospital, and would be moving 
to another area of the hospital. The Fair office 
sent him flowers, which he really appreciated. 
He also appreciates the Fair family who has 
contacted him, and he hopes to go home soon.

FireDIC said the Elders reported “Water” 
Paul Henderson of Water Crew passed away on 
September 30, 2019.

Staff Reports

Wally’s report: In the past month I’ve been:
Looking into all of our systems, legal, finan-

cial, payroll, policies.
Continuing relationship-building and get-

ting to know a wide range of Fair family. Part of 
that is encouraging people to talk to each other, 
listen to each other, and get the facts and all the 
different sides of any issue at hand before form-
ing opinions and taking action, especially on 
social media and other public forums.

I’ve been meeting some of our external con-
tacts and associates including legal, political, 
financial, HR/personnel, and other local orga-
nizations.

Implemented weekly Office Staff meetings.
Working with staff on the BUM Retreat.
I’m currently working on:
Creating an Executive Director Work Plan. 

This will be my goals and priorities for the next 
year and beyond.

Continuing work with the Office Search 
Committee.

Coming up:
Budget for 2020.
Working with the Board and staff on the 

Board Retreat.
Looking at hiring more site staff.
We are starting the Staff Evaluations process.
Personal note: My girlfriend is moving to 

Oregon from Berkeley, California.

Crystalyn’s report: We just returned from 
a productive weekend with the management 
team. Thank you so much to the Back Up Man-
agers for their dedication and work.

This last month Wally and I had a meeting 
with our contact from Lane County Sheriff’s 
Office, Lane Fire Authority, the City of Vene-
ta, and County Commissioner Jay Bozievich 
to review the 2019 event. Their feedback was 
overwhelmingly positive and I want to thank 
all of the neighboring campgrounds for their 
collaboration on addressing our impact on the 
community.

I also attended a City Council meeting in 
Veneta where they approved a rental agreement 
between KOCF and the city so that KOCF can 
move their transmitter. It was wonderful to hear 
the recognition of the positive impact KOCF has 
in the local community.

We are in full swing of the budget season and 
are finishing up the 2018 annual review. Thank 
you so much, Hilary, for all of your help.

Committee and Working Group Reports

Committee Best Practices Work Group: Per 

Peaches — This work group was formed to 
fulfill a motion passed on August 5, 2019. After 
a call-out to the membership, the group met on 
September 29 with eight voting members pres-
ent and two attending via GoToMeeting, plus 
four guests who took part. Much time and con-
sideration were taken initially to form our own 
working structure that included confirming the 
work group’s goals, charge and purpose, voting 
members, the method by which votes would be 
taken, goal setting and agenda review.

A work plan was developed. It was decided 
that members of the work group would assign 
themselves one or two standing committees. 
Reaching out to the committee members will 
be done in seeking a point person for each com-
mittee, preferably the current committee chair. 
A questionnaire worksheet was developed by 
the group to gather data regarding each com-
mittee’s current practices and protocols as well 
as to seek feedback on what each committee 
feels that it could use help with and any of its 
suggestions about practices that are working 
for it. The next meeting of the work group will 
be October 27, at which all of the data collected 
will be compiled and reviewed and plans will 
begin for the convening of a larger work session 
in November to include members of all standing 
committees to establish best practice specifics.

The work plan also includes a goal of submit-
ting a full report with recommendations to the 
Board at the February Board meeting.

Carbon Neutrality Work Group: Peaches 
said they met September 26 and will share more 
details during the future motion about creating 
a new budget line item for the carbon neutrality 
project.

Vision Action Committee: Lily said the 
VAC’s next meeting is Sunday, November 3, at 
6 pm at the Fair office. The meeting is open to 
anyone who wants to be part of the discussion.

Path Planning: Paxton said this committee 
met on September 22. Dean and Colleen were 
both re-elected as co-chairs of the committee. 
They have done a wonderful job, and will con-
tinue to. Jennifer G. was elected as committee 
secretary. The success of the crafts demos at 
Black Oak Park was debriefed. A motion was 
passed unanimously that Path Planning recom-
mends to the Board and Management that ongo-
ing craft demos be held in the same location in 
the future. The committee also scheduled future 
meeting dates, and will put a strong focus on 
long-range planning.

Peaches asked Paxton if there would be a 
motion in the future regarding the craft demos. 
Paxton said not necessarily, as it is more of an 
operations issue. Crystalyn noted there may be 
some impacts to the budget. Peaches wanted to 
clarify the process of when a committee brings a 
recommendation to the Board and if a motion is 
needed, and hopes that actions by the Board on 
recommendations can occur in a timely manner.

Elections Committee: Jen Lin said the OCF 
Annual Meeting would be held on October 19, 
6:30 pm at Whitaker Elementary School. (For 
results, see page 2 in this issue of Fair Family 
News.)

KOCF, Dean’s report: On the September 23, 
Crystalyn, KOCF Advisory Group Chair, Mar-
shall Peter and I attended a Veneta City Council 
meeting to request permission to allow KOCF 
to locate its transmitter at the Bolton Hill Water 
tank. The Councilors not only approved the re-
quest but spoke very highly of the relationship 
between the City and the Fair and the radio 
station.

I’ll be meeting with Public Works Director 
Kyle Schauer to do some onsite drawings and 
measurements. This is in preparation of filing 
for an FCC construction permit (CP) and an 
electrical permit. I have begun talks with our 
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) 
consultant and hopefully in the next week or 
so we will file for a construction permit that 
will give us 18 months to get our new site built. 
Hopefully we’ll be on a slightly faster pace than 
that. We can complete the permit any time with-
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in the 18-month window. You may recall we 
filed a construction permit when we changed 
from 92.5 to 92.7. That CP was only open for 
about three months. We’ll also be required to file 
for an electrical permit. I’ll be working with staff 
to get authorized signatures and all fees paid.

Last week Marshall, Andy Goldfinger and 
I met with Wally to give him an overview of 
the radio station. The meeting went well and 
we look forward to continue developing a re-
lationship with Wally. I think he was surprised 
to hear that KOCF had only been on the air for 
four years. My hopes are that we can continue 
to develop the radio station. I try to imagine 
that we are still creating the foundation. It’s my 
hope that my son, daughter and grandchildren 
will celebrate together with the rest of the Fair 
family 46 years from now, the 50th anniversary 
of the station.

Diversity Committee report: Feedback on 
the Diversity Pass Program: Members who dis-
tributed passes shared feedback on how it went 
and who received them. A suggestion was made 
that those who distributed passes should reach 
out to the same groups to see if there is interest 
from their constituents in becoming a volunteer 
at the Fair. Thom noted that Recycling Crew had 
a conscious effort to reach out and enlist people 
representing diversity.

The Diversity Committee’s Mandate: The 
mandate that was in the original motion to 
create the Diversity Task Force was discussed, 
including the role of the committee, how to de-
velop a plan to meet our goals, how to advise 
crews, what kind of trainings would be effec-
tive, how to find out the Fair demographics, etc.

What are we doing to accomplish what was 
set out in the mandate:

Trainings: The Diversity Committee has had 
four learning opportunities, with around 35-40 
attendees in each one. One training was offered 
to the Fair for free from the Native American 
community. The committee feels that ongoing 
trainings with crews to raise awareness is one 
goal. It is recognized that crews come in differ-
ent sizes, the idea being to develop a cadre of 
folks who could have the bigger picture and 
reach out to crews.

Surveys: The committee sent out an informal 
letter to the coordinators of all the entertain-
ment crews to ask about the diversity of their 
entertainment offerings. Three coordinators re-
sponded: Xavanadu, Chela Mela and Spoken 
Word. A question was raised asking if the Fair 
was committed to this effort. Another was that 
if we were to have long-range goals, we could 
possibly have a long-term partnership with 
trainers, for ongoing training. The difference 
between a survey and a census was discussed, 
and we realized that what we want is a census 
to find out who we are. This would benefit the 
Fair for future planning as along with diversity 
questions, it could include age, and other fac-
tors.

Mission Statement: The committee discussed 
a mission statement to expand on the Board 
mandate and possible on Goal One of the Fair’s 
Vision Goals. Some suggestions included that 
it should be aspirational, that it should include 
educating the Fair family on diversity, that par-
ticipation in the Fair should reflect the diversity 
of our country.

Support: The Committee agreed to endorse 
Jon Silvermoon’s motion to support PCUN’s 
work with a $5,000 donation.

Next Meeting: Monday, October 28 at 6 pm 
at the Fair office

Agenda: Developing a work plan for the 
year, with all committee input, learning oppor-
tunities planning for an event in February or 
March, report on using the LCC Longhouse for 
learning opportunities, possible trainers, fund-
ing, survey/census methods.

Member Input

No member input.

Treasurer Report and Budget Items

Hilary gave big thanks to Mary for getting 
QuickBooks entries up to date, noting it is a 
complicated and confusing system that we 
have. This is the first year Mary is doing it by 
herself and she is off to a great start. There are 
still a couple of items that need to be entered 
for crew stuff that did not meet the September 
30 deadline.

Mary has also been updating the Oregon 
Community Foundation quarterly endowment 
account information, which in the past was not 
entered until the end of the calendar year. Hil-
ary provided a handout with five years of the 
endowment account transactions, noting inter-
est rates have fluctuated. The endowment ac-
count started with $189,000 and an additional 
$240,000 in certificates of deposit were added. 
From 2012 until June 2019, the Fair has earned 
$182,000 on that account. For a few years we 
did not take the distributions so it could earn 
principal, but the last three years we have taken 
the distributions totaling $57,000 and we are 
keeping that cash in distinct accounts. Know 
that the distribution amounts will vary, as the 
interest earned is not a flat rate but based on the 
stock market and other variables.

Hilary referenced another document show-
ing the Fair’s designated funds as of August, 
and a very preliminary draft of budget-to-actual 
with profit and loss details as of October 4, 2019. 
The information was taken from QuickBooks 
and shows our major financial categories’ prof-
its and loss. The document does not show com-
memorative sales, which did well this year, but 
does show the endowment fund earnings. At 
the annual meeting, there will be a much more 
detailed and reconciled financial report pro-
vided.

Hilary spoke about the budget-to-actual and 
what to expect at the end of the calendar year. 
She noted there are monies for specific use and 
designated funds, capital projects like the Main 
Stage rebuild, and that many crews and the 
Board are over-budget this year. So, there are a 
lot of unknowns and addition of site staff will 
affect the budget significantly. Even with these 
considerations, Hilary is projecting a profit of 
more than $200,000. It was a great year and 
much of that is due to getting 58,000 people 
to the 2019 Fair event. Typically, we use excess 
funds for capital projects, set-aside projects and 
the rainy-day fund.

Hilary wants the rainy-day fund to be dis-
cussed during the strategic planning process. 
We have used money set aside in the rainy-day 
fund thinking it will solve everything, but she 
thinks we need a much more detailed approach 
to planning for a catastrophe. It could be rainy 
weather at the event, it could be problems about 
permits, or many other things, but Hilary would 
like a much more systematic approach when 
something goes wrong and what the cash han-
dling process will be in emergencies.

BOARD: Jon wanted to clarify Hilary’s pro-
jections. He said in the past, some of the pro-
jected profit amount would have been allocated 
to capital projects. That is also money that we 
could make a decision to whether we should 
build up our cash reserves.

Hilary said that was correct. Hilary also 
noted that Peaches will be speaking about the 
Green Ticket, solar and Peach Power monies in 
an upcoming motion.

Paxton requested a budget adjustment, in-
dicating he has been helping to work on a web 
conferencing system for Alice’s, and the recom-
mended equipment would cost approximately 
$3,086. The money would come from the Peach 
Power fund. The Peach Power Committee is in 
agreement.

Paxton moved and Peaches seconded mov-
ing $3,086 from the Peach Power fund for a 
web conferencing system on site at Alice’s.

STAFF: Stephanie said the system would 
plug into the new Spectrum modem in the ga-

rage. The modem was meant to be temporary, 
only for three months, because of an installation 
deal with Spectrum. She would like to recom-
mend we keep the modem, which would mean 
adding on an additional $100 per month to the 
requested amount for the web conferencing 
project.

BOARD: Paxton asked if the modem expense 
would come out of general or infrastructure ex-
penses, instead of Peach Power. Crystalyn said 
we have an IT account, but the modem cost does 
need to be taken into account for this project and 
the budget adjusted accordingly. Paxton said 
keeping the modem would be an asset.

STAFF: Shane recommended adding an ad-
ditional $500 to the request, in order to have 
Spectrum come out and install the system due 
to reception issues in some areas. It may not cost 
that much, but would be enough to pay for the 
service. Paxton and Peaches agreed and offered 
a friendly amendment to raise the amount to 
$3,500.

As amended, Paxton moved and Peaches 
seconded moving $3,500 from the Peach Power 
fund for a web conferencing system on site at 
Alice’s.

BOARD: Aaron asked the Board if they need-
ed to set something up now for recurring ex-
penses, because the modem should be part of 
site expenses. Crystalyn said we have enough 
money this year to cover the cost, but would 
need to build it into next year’s budget.

Peaches wanted to acknowledge Dean for 
creating the web conferencing system proposal 
and bringing it to the Peach Power Committee. 
Dean re-worked the proposal after feedback 
and did a great job. It’s a wonderful idea be-
cause it will cut down on the amount of carbon 
because of driving out to site, and we’ll be able 
to increase member input. She said we need 
to update these systems, thanked Dean for the 
great proposal and fully supports it.

Jon said he is going to vote for the motion, 
but this is one of those things that we need to 
figure out when we talk about moving from 
operation to governance. It seems to him that 
this would have been something, in his view, 
that could have gone to operations for them to 
look at how this fits with the infrastructure we 
have and gotten the feedback that we just got 
from Stephanie and Shane, and then come back 
to the Board with all that feedback to approve 
the budget modification. Moving forward in the 
future, he thinks we need to think about how 
we deal with these kinds of proposals to make 
sure that we are not short-circuiting whatever 
we end up deciding we mean by moving from 
an operations board to a governance board.

STAFF: Wally agreed with Jon and said he 
had similar thoughts. We are in transition, and 
he is not objecting to the proposal, but a piece 
of that is looking at things holistically. For ex-
ample, with the office in town we may want to 
have a similar system, and maybe we can pur-
chase them together so we are not doing things 
piecemeal.

BOARD: Peaches said staff members were 
copied on the proposal conversations.

Spirit said it is true that they are still in transi-
tion and this is apropos right now. She feels it is 
appropriate to use Peach Power funds because 
of wanting to cut down on our carbon foot-
print. Spirit had an opportunity to join a Path 
Planning meeting via GoToMeeting and felt it 
was smooth, thinks this proposal is great and 
supports it.

Lily said this is a measurable step for people 
who don’t live in the Eugene area. For that rea-
son alone, it is great.

Motion passed: 10-0.
MEMBERS: Palmer said there was no mem-

ber input. He said he is really bucking for a new 
office in town. If that happens, do we really 
want to spend the money for this analysis? If 
we are spending $1,200 more each year for the 
modem at Alice’s, would that money be better 
spent finding a space in town that could be used 
without the carbon footprint? Internet is great, 
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but is this going to help staff and booth people 
during the Fair and is that part of the plan?

STAFF: Crystalyn said her understanding is 
that the Spectrum bandwidth is significantly 
higher, and will at least help that area. One of 
the issues we have to conquer is to get the sig-
nal through the trees to the booths, but that is 
a separate issue. She assumes the web confer-
encing system could be moved if decided, and 
would not be locked into a long-term contract 
with Spectrum.

Old Business

Lily moved and Lisa seconded to approve 
the September 9, 2019, meeting minutes.

BOARD: Aaron said she thought there was a 
judgement call by the Recording Secretary that 
should be changed to exactly what was said dur-
ing the code of conduct conversation. Jon was 
responding to the code of conduct motion and 
he said, “…you just don’t know what they are 
because you haven’t asked.” The minutes state, 
“There are procedures, and Aaron just does not 
know what they are because she has not asked.” 
Aaron asked the minutes be changed to exactly 
what was said because at the time Jon said it, it 
really sounded like he was saying it to the entire 
room, not just her. She said she actually does 
know what the procedures are, but we have 
procedures on some things and not all things.

Aaron requested the minutes read exactly 
what was stated at the meeting. She said she 
tried to bring up the meeting video on her com-
puter at tonight’s meeting for review but does 
not know how to get on the wifi. She knows 
the comment was made at 56 minutes and 12 
seconds into the meeting and wants it to be 
reviewed.

Kimmo said she hoped Jon would speak to 
Aaron’s request and thought that was the intent 
of what he said. Justin said if there is a disagree-
ment then we should table the motion until we 
have an agreement about what was said. Jack 
said the Recording Secretary makes the call as 
to what goes in the minutes, but that does not 
mean her mind won’t be changed.

Aaron said there was a request for the secre-
tary to change the minutes. She noted in the past 
she was told that a Board member could not ask 
the secretary to change someone else’s words, 
and only ask for changes to our own words. So, 
that is why it is coming up now. Spirit said in 
this situation, it is fair for Aaron to ask for some 
clarity and asked Kimmo to take another look at 
it, so that is accurate. Aaron requested to table 
the motion and there was no objection from 
other Board members.

Secretary note: After the Board meeting, Kimmo 
reviewed the September meeting recordings and 
agreed to change the minutes. The September min-
utes were updated on the .net site on Wednesday, 
October 9, 2019.

Jon moved and Diane seconded that the 
Board contribute $5,000 from the change line 
item for a sponsorship for the Ramon Ramirez 
Legacy Party, which would mean the money 
would go to the Ramon Ramirez Organizing 
Fund of the PCUN (Pineros y Campesinos 
Unidos del Noroeste), Oregon’s Farmworker 
Union.

The PCUN Executive Director, Reyna Lo-
pez, gave a short presentation about PCUN’s 
mission, which is to empower farmworkers 
to understand and take action against exploi-
tation and all its effects. The legacy fund will 
support hearing the voices of the farmwork-
ers and seeking state and national level policy 
changes, more equitable elections and Latinx 
voter turnout, healthy workplaces, and Radio 
Movimiento which broadcasts in Spanish. More 
information can be found on the PCUN website, 
https://pcun.org.

The $5,000 Silver level sponsorship includes: 
eight tickets to the legacy celebration, recogni-
tion as a Silver level sponsor with OCF com-

pany logo in promotion materials and social 
media, the OCF name and logo displayed dur-
ing a video slideshow.

MEMBERS: Chewie said this is exactly what 
we have been talking about for diversity out-
reach. He is totally in support of this, because 
these are exactly the people we are trying to 
reach out to, coming to us and telling us what 
they need. The pesticides on commercial farms 
are heinous, so he is fully in support of this on 
many levels. This is a great way to include and 
diversify, and have our family diversified. He 
appreciated PCUN coming to the meeting.

Dean asked for clarification on what the 
Board change line item is.

BOARD: Jack said the change line item was 
originally a second-event line item, and it was 
a substantial amount of $50,000 for quite a long 
time. In 1997 we had to deal with the Lane 
County district attorney, then it was used for 
political and law changes per Diane. Jon said the 
money we gave to Standing Rock came from the 
change line item.

MEMBERS: Michael James Long asked about 
the status of PCUN, and if it was a nonprofit. 
Reyna said they have 501(c)3 status for dona-
tions, and also 501(c)4 status for political activi-
ties. Michael said he thinks this is a very worthy 
cause. However, he also belongs to about 30 dif-
ferent nonprofits that are worthy causes and this 
seems like a lot of money when we are talking 
about budgeting certain amounts. Although, 
when Standing Rock came along, Michael was 
in favor of that too.

Jen Lin thinks it is great and proposed the 
Fair become PCUN members and make annual 
donations, because we do have a membership 
line item. PCUN is certainly a group we would 
want to support in part of our ongoing regular 
budget.

STAFF: Stephanie wanted to address Mi-
chael’s comments, and said her understanding 
is PCUN is starting a new legacy fund, so this 
is seed money for a new initiative and is differ-
ent than just giving to their ongoing fund. She 
had the privilege of meeting Ramon Ramirez 
when she worked for CALC (Community Al-
liance of Lane County), and is very supportive 
of this. Should the Board decide to sponsor this, 
Stephanie recommends the eight tickets to the 
legacy celebration be given to farmworkers.

MEMBERS: Laurel said this is an excellent 
and straight-forward opportunity for us to walk 
the talk of caring about stewardship of the land 
and basic human rights, and she looks forward 
to the Board sponsoring this.

Mary said the Diversity Committee endorses 
this motion.

Shelly asked what the Gold level sponsor-
ship included. Reyna said a $10,000 Gold level 
sponsorship includes: eight tickets to the legacy 
celebration, recognition as a Gold level sponsor 
with OCF company logo in promotion materi-
als and social media, verbal recognition of OCF 
at the legacy event, and premium placement of 
OCF signage at the celebration.

FireDIC said he was not sure how this re-
quest was different from other donation re-
quests, but does feel it is line with our mission 
and values. It’s about social justice, community, 
environmentalism and taking care of people, so 
in that respect it is a really appropriate thing for 
the Fair to do.

Theanna expressed gratitude for what PCUN 
is trying to do and all of their efforts. To speak 
to inclusion, this is a group of people coming to 
us with their needs, and it is never going to be 
our responsibility to dictate what those needs 
are. Our responsibility is to do the best that we 
can to support them within the guidelines of our 
mission statement, and Theanna believes the 
motion does that in every possible way.

BOARD: Jack said since this supports Oregon 
farmworkers, is there any reason why we would 
not give them more money? When you think of 
it in the full scale of things, like the food farm-
workers help produce for the rest of us, Jack 
supports giving more for real change with this 

grassroots movement.
Diane totally supports this, and said the Di-

versity Committee has given PCUN Fair passes 
in the past.

Aaron said there is nothing in this not to sup-
port and thinks it’s a great program. She won-
dered if the makers of the motion would accept 
a friendly amendment to increase the amount 
to $7,400, which is the current amount in the 
change line item. We don’t need the $10,000 
Gold level because we don’t have that much 
money in the change line item at this time.

Jon said he conflicted about his desire to sup-
port PCUN and his inner fiscal conservative. In 
the change line item, our balance is $7,423.02. 
He is not sure if there is going to be anything 
else coming up this year to which we might 
want to make a donation. Traditionally, this is 
also where we have donated to initiative cam-
paigns. Next year is an election year, and he is 
not sure what is on the horizon to which we 
might want to donate. If we increase it to that 
amount, we use up the whole budget, and he 
is hesitant to do that. At this point, Jon’s inner 
fiscal conservative is coming out and he prefers 
to not accept that as a friendly amendment but 
he fully supports PCUN.

Justin supports this and thinks it is the start 
of a partnership, and is fine with $5,000 as a seed 
because that makes a lot of sense. If the Board 
decides to amend, he is also fine at the end of 
our fiscal year to increase that to within the 
change line item budget. Justin really wanted 
to speak to the partnership and collaboration 
going forward. In finding partners that we can 
work with it is important to work to devel-
op those partnerships and work together. He 
thinks there are multiple fronts to which we can 
work together to be able to provide that sort of 
education to our membership and to hopefully 
be a benefit to PCUN in terms of reaching out 
on other fronts.

Justin appreciates Reyna coming to the meet-
ing and providing a slideshow presentation, 
and said this aligns with all of our core values, 
what we are trying to do and achieve, not only 
through diversity but through education and 
what we are trying to achieve as an organiza-
tion.

Paxton also thanked Reyna for coming and 
he really supports this at the $5,000 level. We 
come from a history of supporting activism, and 
this exactly what we need to be doing.

Lisa offered a friendly amendment, and 
asked Jon if he was willing to give the eight 
tickets for the legacy celebration to migrant 
farmworkers.

Jon said he can see some advantage to hav-
ing some representatives of the Fair attend the 
event to network with folks. He would not want 
to preclude someone from the Fair attending 
for financial reasons. He thinks we could look 
at, when we get the eight tickets, how we want 
to distribute them and if we want to give some 
back to PCUN to use, to give to farmworkers to 
attend, and does not have a problem with that 
in principle. So, Jon would rather not commit all 
eight until we know who is going to represent 
the Fair at the event, to make sure it’s not going 
to be a financial hardship for them.

Reyna said if we need a “low-income” ticket, 
to let her know, because often there are extra 
tickets available.

Jack noted Hilary gave us presentation of 
what a successful year we had, and while we 
are talking about replenishing funds, it seems 
right to exhaust our change line item.

Jack moved and Justin seconded that the 
Board move $7,423.02 from the change line 
item for a sponsorship for the Ramon Ramirez 
Legacy Party, which would mean the money 
would go to the Ramon Ramirez Organizing 
Fund of the PCUN, Oregon’s Farmworker 
Union.

There was no vote on Jack and Justin’s mo-
tion.

MEMBERS: Laurel said she has been to many 
Board meetings, and the change line item has 
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been used to make loud, vocal support state-
ments like we did for Standing Rock. The re-
quest from PCUN is in line with how we have 
used the change line item in the past, and she 
thinks it is an excellent organization to be able to 
loudly support. She thinks the change line item 
can be used differently next year, but does think 
the Board should exhaust the change line item.

Jen Lin said she was reminded of when there 
was a previous motion to donate socks to the 
Whiteaker Thanksgiving dinner event, and Jack 
suggested doubling the amount the Board was 
going to give. She supports amending the mo-
tion.

Palmer agreed and said it is a good idea. He 
asked what PCUN stood for. Reyna replied, 
Pineros y Campesinos Unidos del Noroeste, 
which means the Tree Planters and the Farm-
workers of the Northwest.

Shelly encouraged the Board to double the 
amount to $10,000 and quit dickering around 
about it. We can afford it, they deserve it, and we 
are talking about a long-term partnership with 
them. We should invest heavily, straight out of 
the gate and go for the gold, do a budget adjust-
ment and move some money around.

Chewie absolutely agreed with Shelly. As the 
person who came up with sponsoring Standing 
Rock, he said this is a great way to do something 
that is local and really makes a statement. Going 
for the gold is literally making a statement. With 
a profit this year of $233,000, giving $7,400 from 
the change line item and an additional $2,600 
that we have is not that big of a deal. It makes 
a big difference to the people who are working 
out there. Chewie totally supports going for the 
gold on this one, and establishing this partner-
ship from the get-go.

STAFF: Wally said we have some money in 
the GM community outreach budget line item, 
and we can give the remainder amount to make 
it $10,000.

BOARD: Peaches agreed to exhaust the Board 
change line item and take Wally’s generous offer 
to make a gold level sponsorship to PCUN.

Jon said he was willing to accept Jack’s 
amendment as a friendly amendment to ex-
haust the change line item, and accept Wally’s 
offer to up the amount to $10,000. Diane agreed.

Diane wanted to correct Chewie’s remark 
about profit, and said since we are a nonprofit 
organization, we have excess revenue.

Jack said we are in a wider political scheme 
that is happening right now. It is important we 
fit in locally and act globally. We are going on re-
cord as not buying into all the lies about people 
of color, our brothers and sisters.

As amended by Jack’s friendly amendment, 
Jon moved and Diane seconded that the Board 
move $7,423.02 from the change line item for 
a sponsorship for the Ramon Ramirez Legacy 
Party, which would mean the money would go 
to the Ramon Ramirez Organizing Fund of the 
PCUN, Oregon’s Farmworker Union. (Wally 
also indicated that he would use an additional 
amount of $2,576.98 from the GM community 
outreach line item for a total OCF sponsorship 
of $10,000.)

Motion passed: 10-0.

Spirit moved and Aaron seconded the fol-
lowing motion: With intention of supporting 
staff working with the coordinators of Com-
memorative Sales and the Poster Committee, 
the Board so moves to extend the authority of 
staff to spend from the event enterprise fund 
towards a reorder of the 50th anniversary com-
memorative merchandise, totaling no more 
than $6,000.

Spirit said she came up with the amount be-
cause it is about 10 percent of what we earned, 
and that would maybe give some room for post-
ers and/or shirts, or let the staff decide. She just 
wants to make sure the funds are available so 
staff does not need to come back later to ask for 
it. Spirit sent staff numbers on the posters being 
affordable, easier to move, and they are collect-
able and in demand. Our family and patrons 

were excited about the anniversary merchan-
dise, which was sold out by noon every day, so 
this gives us an opportunity for those missing a 
poster on their wall (to purchase one). Anything 
left over could be sold at commemorative sales 
next year, and Spirit said she has ideas to offer 
and her time if staff desires. She also knows 
Commemorative Sales will do what they can 
to move those posters. It is her hope we can 
make this happen for Fair family because a lot 
of people went without this year.

MEMBERS: Shelly said if there is any way 
this can include hoodies in a size small, she 
would pay for it right now.

FireDIC said his understanding for this 
motion is because we sold out for not having 
enough. He suggests if we spend $6,000 and sell 
it out, we can go ahead and buy some more off 
the proceeds to fill the need, and continue sell-
ing until it tapers off.

Dean wondered if this is a start to the pos-
sibility of having an online presence with Com-
memorative Sales, so that we can actually make 
this another enterprise for the Fair?

STAFF: Crystalyn said an issue is fulfillment, 
and who is going to come in and make sure 
it gets shipped in a timely basis. She under-
stands this particular situation, but ongoing 
this is not something staff has time to do. They 
brainstormed some ideas with Commemora-
tive Sales about how it could be approached, 
and Commemorative Sales gave a report with 
some ideas. An issue we have right now, is that 
people who were promised commemorative 
merchandise did not receive them, and so staff 
is still working on how to fulfill those commit-
ments. There are a lot of things that have to get 
worked out beyond finances.

MEMBERS: Palmer said he also questioned 
how to get the merchandise to people, and if 
it was staff or volunteers. Spirit said that is a 
dialogue she would like to address.

Hilary wanted to give a shout out to the Post-
er Committee, Crystalyn and Commemorative 
Sales for their work and the design that they 
started working on in 2017. She said the way the 
enterprise fund works, typically, is the Budget 
Committee does not set a limit, but the volun-
teers work with staff to figure out how much to 
buy. This motion is asking that authority extend 
beyond the Fair, because it has never been clear 
that there has been any ability to go beyond the 
Fair. The expectation is that there will be enough 
sales to cover all of that. There has been a lot 
of talk about how to do fulfillment, but Hilary 
thinks if we can’t get volunteers to help ship or 
get an online presence, selling merchandise at 
next year’s Fair is still a solid plan because they 
are really special items. She thinks we can leave 
it up to the staff and Commemorative Sales to 
figure it out.

Palmer said he would volunteer his services 
to help with this.

STAFF: Crystalyn said she has been discuss-
ing this with Wally and Hilary, and would like 
to ask the Board to change it to just give author-
ity to access the enterprise fund to re-create 
commemorative sale items for the 50th. If we do 
figure out a way to do pre-sales and do some-
thing like T-shirts, we have the ability to finance 
it and not keep coming back to the Board.

BOARD: Spirit said she was OK with not 
putting an amount in the motion, and whether 
poster or T-shirts are decided on, she supports 
Crystalyn’s suggestion. Aaron agreed.

STAFF: Crystalyn said there are ways to take 
orders up to a certain date and designate a spe-
cific shipping timeframe so we know how much 
to buy. In that case, we can feel confident in buy-
ing more merchandise. It would be a bummer if 
we promoted this online and then were not able 
to fulfill the orders because we did not have the 
budgetary authority.

MEMBERS: Somerfield suggested offering 
commemorative sales at the annual meeting to 
encourage voter turnout.

BOARD: Jack said we have to decide if the 
50th commemorative items will be limited or 

in perpetuity. As the motion stands, there is 
no closure to that, and that might not be a bad 
thing. If it is successful, we can always move out 
the timeline. Spirit said she would think sales 
would occur through the end of the year. 

STAFF: Crystalyn suggested February or 
March, to be safe.

BOARD: Spirit said in talking to Commemo-
rative Sales and staff, there is a lot of brainstorm-
ing to do. If it is too overwhelming for us, they 
have also researched companies who can help 
with fulfilling the orders. If other merchandise 
is too difficult, we can just stick with posters. 
We definitely have options, and in discussing 
a timeline she was hoping to have posters at 
the annual meeting. Spirit also suggested hav-
ing tables at Saturday Market. There are a lot 
of ideas floating around, and we just want to 
make these funds available for these special 
items. Spirit and Aaron agreed to set a timeline 
expectation through March 2020.

As amended, Spirit moved and Aaron sec-
onded the following motion: With intention of 
supporting staff working with the coordina-
tors of Commemorative Sales and the Poster 
Committee, the Board so moves to extend the 
authority of staff to spend from the event en-
terprise fund toward a reorder of the 50th an-
niversary commemorative merchandise until 
March 31, 2020.

Motion passed: 9-0-1; George abstained. 
Jack voted in Diane’s absence.

Lily moved and Peaches seconded the fol-
lowing motion: The Board moves to create 
a calendar for work sessions with member-
ship, topics to be decided at the October Board 
meeting. The first work session will be Mon-
day, November 18, at 7 pm, with location to 
be determined, and will continue on the third 
Monday of the month, at least through March.

Lily said she published this motion in the 
Fair Family News, on the .net site Board work-
ing documents, and also promoted it on Face-
book. She was hoping there would be a robust 
conversation with people sending her recom-
mendations for all the things that have come 
up that we want to talk about, and that people 
keep talking about for open work sessions. She 
received one recommendation from Amy Hand, 
and did not receive any other responses. There 
have been some recommendations during other 
conversations, and noted Aaron gave her feed-
back.

Lily said her recommendations for member 
work sessions are:

strategic planning
discussing the NAO report, specifically part 

two and what to incorporate in our structure
code of conduct, anti-harassment, behavioral 

expectations, discipline, the grievance process, 
restorative justice

legal issues with land use, the winery prop-
erty, care of our investments

transition to a governance board and what 
that looks like

elections issues, including online voting, 
term limits, extending Board member terms to 
three years

Board donations and philanthropy
Lily asked for more input on work session 

topics.

MEMBERS: Michael James Long thinks it is 
an excellent list.

Sam suggested a work session topic on meet-
ing processes, and how the meetings are run.

Glen suggested clarification of Green Ticket 
and Peach Power funds, and how they are re-
lated.

Jen Lin thinks it’s a great list. She has also 
seen sessions in the past where the Board de-
cides at the Board retreat what the biggest is-
sues are, and those are presented as what will 
be worked on. She would like to know where 
we are in planning for an upland kitchen. In 
thinking of strategic planning, is there going 
to be prioritization of the topics based on their 
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importance? Jen Lin also suggested informa-
tive, education articles in the Fair Family News 
ahead of time, so that when members come to 
a work session they are educated and more in-
formed, instead of getting dumped on with too 
much information at one given time. She thinks 
the work session schedule and topics should be 
determined after the Board retreat.

Laurel and Amy would like the community 
center and upland kitchen to be discussed at a 
work session.

Chewie wants to address sustainability, car-
bon, and on-the-ground environmental degra-
dation, or lack thereof, and how we deal with 
our infrastructural entities such as buildings, 
vehicles, and roads. He also wants a sustainable 
growth plan work session, separate from other 
long-term planning sessions.

Dean wholeheartedly supports the motion, 
and said most of the items on the list are wor-
thy of meetings all on their own. He would like 
to see a process where people can pick what is 
most important and then be prioritized. He and 
Paxton have been talking about creating a sys-
tem of interactive video conferencing for these 
work sessions so we can include people who 
physically cannot attend. Dean is working with 
someone at Lane Community College to get 
some equipment donated that would possibly 
allow us to do that. He hopes the Board sup-
ports this motion, because it is important and 
we seem to leaving a lot of business on the floor 
of the meetings every time we come together.

FireDIC said getting online communication 
for people to participate from far and wide is 
a really important thing to make this success-
ful. He suggested not setting a schedule yet 
and not trying to confirm everything tonight. 
Maybe we can pick something more contained 
for November, and then in December talk about 
how we can increase engagement at these work 
sessions so that in the new year we can have 
a more robust plan. FireDIC said the calendar 
schedule needs to have some flexibility because 
sometimes things that were not a priority then 
rise to the top of importance.

Shelly suggested a large-scale, year-round 
covered storage area above the flood plain.

BOARD: Jon said he finds himself agreeing 
with FireDIC’s comment. He thinks the Board 
needs to discuss the topics and set some pri-
orities, and sort through the topics to figure 
out which are really suitable for Board work 
sessions and which are more operational work 
sessions. It is part of the transition we are going 
through. There is a lot work in putting together 
a work session. To have the first work session 
in November, there is not a lot of time between 
now and November. If we are going to pass a 
motion tonight that sets a work session for No-
vember, we better know who will be working 
to put that work session together on behalf of 
the Board.

Jon thinks we really do need to talk about the 
work session topics within the context of how 
we are going to do a strategic plan, because that 
is the danger of taking a shotgun approach to 
stuff without having that over-arching planning 
document. He would prefer, if we do anything 
on the motion tonight, to identify those as dates 
that we have reserved for work sessions and, at 
most, decide what we want to do moving for-
ward at the work session in November. Then, 
at the Board retreat, the Board can take all the 
ideas and sort through them, put them in the 
context of what the Board is trying to accom-
plish this next year, and what topics will be at 
each of those dates. So, that would be his sug-
gestion, as an approach.

Jon wants a work session about how to make 
the Fair a more safe and comfortable place for 
people of color, LGBTQ community, alter-abled 
folks and how to address issues of diversity 
and inclusion. He thinks having a work session 
on our philanthropy and the Board donation 
process might be an easier one to tackle on the 
first session, and would initially help inform our 
budget process for next year. That would be his 

suggestion for the one to start in November and 
look the other ones over.

Peaches is hearing a lot of great ideas tonight, 
and agrees it might be good to set the dates and 
choose the topic for November. After the Board 
retreat, we may have a better idea of what the 
Board wants and how to gather more input.

Peaches said this motion went into the Fair 
Family News, it went on Facebook, it went on 
the .net site and there was only one response 
on Facebook. On Lily’s Facebook post, there 
were eight comments and two of those were 
Peaches trying and get people to respond. The 
other comments said it was great, but no one re-
plied to Lily with suggestions. Peaches sees a lot 
of candidates at the meeting tonight, and said 
membership involvement is the drumbeat, but 
where are the members when there is a callout 
for input? The key word here is involvement. If 
you want membership involvement, then get 
involved. Peaches expressed she was so mad at 
this — the talk, talk, talk about membership in-
volvement. Lily is trying to do something here, 
actually get something done, actually do things 
on the ground, and what do we hear from the 
people who are saying the loudest they want 
membership involvement, nothing … not one 
word.

Lily wanted to respond to the ideas brought 
up in this discussion. She is OK with not setting 
a schedule for this until we know more about 
what we want, but she would like to establish 
that we will do this on the third Monday of the 
month until May. She thinks it’s a good idea for 
the first work session to be a discussion about 
the process of how the work sessions will be, 
and we can set a schedule or make a list of top-
ics at that point.

Lily thought it was understood that with her 
making this motion, she was volunteering to do 
the work to organize, facilitate and do the prep 
work for the work sessions. However, in terms 
of putting out information and educational ma-
terials, she will not do that for the November 
meeting because of time constraints between the 
Board retreat and the November work session. 
She is willing to write articles for the Fair Fam-
ily News and collect and distribute educational 
documents for these topics going forward, but 
needs more lead time.

Lily suggested getting together November 
18 and reviewing the topics with visuals. The 
Board did a prioritization of concepts and ideas 
using stickers, and she can re-create that with 
these concepts. She thinks all the work sessions 
will lead into the strategic plan. Lily said she 
tried to get the Board to talk about this in an 
email, and was told the Board should not be 
doing business via email. She was hoping to 
get the Board to discuss this motion before the 
meeting tonight. Her intention was that we 
would come together at the meeting and have 
a list of topics that the Board could prioritize. 
If the Board should not be doing business via 
email, then she apologizes to the membership. 
She just hoped the sitting Board members right 
now would work on this, because they should 
not stop doing business even though there is an 
upcoming election. Lily wanted to start on the 
work and decide what is important, instead of 
letting more time pass.

Lily offered to amend the motion to state 
there will be Board work sessions on the third 
Monday of every month, from November to 
May, with the first session in November to dis-
cuss the structure of the work sessions.

Hilary noted the Board has their annual bud-
get meeting in January. Lily said while she is 
willing to plan the sessions, she will not be able 
to attend the December session.

As amended, Lily moved and Peaches 
seconded the following motion: The Board 
moves to create a calendar for work sessions 
with membership on the third Monday of the 
month. The first work session will be Mon-
day, November 18, at 7 pm, with location to be 
determined, at which we will discuss future 
work sessions through May, except January.

BOARD: Paxton said he responded to one of 
Lily’s emails, and made a suggestion that the 
winery is low hanging fruit. He suggested they 
talk about the winery at the first work session, 
because he does not think it is a good idea to 
have a discussion about how we are going to 
do our discussions. He wants to jump right in to 
doing it, and the winery would be an easy one. 
Paxton said a year ago, he suggested a work ses-
sion on the winery at a Board meeting. We have 
several land use reports, we have soil reports, 
and all of this can be summarized and done in a 
meeting pretty easily. To him, the winery is very 
low hanging fruit because we have so many 
reports and stuff ready to go. While he wants to 
jump into discussing the winery, he does agree 
that November is a short deadline in terms of lo-
cation and how much staff support it will take.

Paxton said he is fully ready to try and make 
an online work session for the November ses-
sion. He thinks that is a really good goal, so 
location becomes very important for an online 
platform. He has talked about using the LCC 
Longhouse because it is readily set up for inter-
net access with large screens. So, there is a lot to 
do get this going for November. As far as priori-
ties, Paxton really feels discussing the Nonprofit 
Association of Oregon report should be one 
of the top three priorities, and we should set 
aside a couple of the work sessions to do that. 
He is fully committed to making these interac-
tive sessions. He noted, in the past, scheduling 
these work sessions has always related on who 
can make it and those dates. If we do a session 
and make it interactive, people can come and 
go as needed, and it makes it easier for Board 
members to fit in online if they can’t make it in 
person. To Paxton, land use and the NAO report 
should be our first priorities for the first work 
sessions.

Aaron said obviously she totally supports 
work sessions and is sorry Lily did not get as 
much of a response as she had hoped for. She 
has put stuff out before, and only gotten a few 
responses too, so she understands. Aaron thinks 
the reason we are not getting a lot of response, 
is because we haven’t really created one of these 
gatherings and people haven’t come and had a 
good time yet. Once we get one off the ground, 
then she thinks we will see more action and 
more of them. The new business she put up 
tonight, it all kind of segues into the same thing 
there because the new business was exactly 
what you are doing to get a list from everyone 
of all the ideas they have. We had more ideas 
thrown out by member input here than you got 
soliciting from a Board member Facebook. Now 
it’s going to be in the minutes, so we have that 
list, but Aaron would hope this membership 
would — the people who are here and would 
pass it around — the idea to send in more ideas, 
what we need to talk about.

Aaron does not think it is just up to the Board 
to make decisions about what the Board is going 
to talk about on strategic planning. That is why 
she was hoping we could get a list of every-
thing, and she doesn’t even care if it is opera-
tional. We’ll prioritize it and put it to the right 
place. The work sessions are part of this. She 
thinks some of these subjects are going to end 
up going to ad hoc committees to do a bunch 
of the work, and then bring it to work sessions. 
She does not think they’re going to be all dis-
cussed just in a giant work session because we 
can’t get enough work done that way. We are 
going to have some committees doing the work 
and we’ll be directing them, but first we have 
to have this list of what people want us to talk 
about, what they want to see changed, and what 
we need to develop.

So, Aaron thinks it’s a “many pieces of the 
process,” and really get it set up so we can have 
a work session in November. She is advocating 
for the winery work session, and she thinks we 
will have good information by then. In addition, 
some of it she will make sure is there, she hopes, 
and broadcast out to the membership ahead of 
time so we know what we can do with the win-
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ery — that we can start with that information. 
Aaron would love to have a conversation about 
the winery, partly because it’s fun. We haven’t 
had a chance to talk about it. It’s been a year, 
and we tried to talk about a year ago. She thinks 
that would be a great place to start and agrees 
with Paxton, and does think a decision is going 
to made in one (session).

Aaron said she would advocate for the win-
ery, for more ideas being sent in, and the Board 
to gather all those ideas and prioritize them, 
along with the help of our Executive Director 
who is good at prioritizing, and membership. 
We will get all these ideas, prioritize them, and 
we will talk about it. And, people can say if they 
disagree with our priorities. She does not think 
there is any amendment to the motion Lily just 
made, and said thank you.

Spirit keeps thinking, build it and they will 
come. She is not surprised, sometimes we will 
get a lot of feedback, sometimes we do not, but 
part of it is a robust list of topics that comes 
from this because we know what needs to be 
worked on and we have been also listening in 
that way. So, she would recommend we don’t 
take that piece of it personally at all. She thinks 
at the Board retreat, it might be a good exercise 
for this Board and the next Board — which may 
only be one person in addition or may be same 
sitting here, but we don’t know yet – but for us 
to choose the next couple sessions together. We 
know what needs to be worked on, and that’s 
just one kind of idea out there.

Spirit said another idea is if we can have 
work sessions that are open to the membership 
just to communicate with us. She also thinks 
we can put together a work session and nobody 
shows up but us, but that’s OK because what 
we’ve done, is we’ve put together an area where 
we can work together, and that is open to the 
membership. It’s not behind closed doors. It 
gets us together. Spirit thinks Jen Lin had some 
good ideas. Interestingly enough, she found 
herself agreeing with everyone in the room. Put-
ting a call out for ideas, we could do something 
like gather the ideas and then come together 
as a Board and do the work, implementing the 
ideas the members have given us. We can do all 
sorts of things here. Spirit fully supports it, and 
would love to see membership there. If not, she 
will be happy to work with the Board, and any 
of the topics we decide.

Diane said the Diversity Committee is hop-
ing to do some kind of learning opportunity in 
February or March, and are starting to work 
on that now. She thinks it will be better to have 
it as a separate event on a weekend date. Oth-
erwise, strategic planning is something that 
is going to take a couple of years, and a lot of 
these topics are parts of it. If there is a way we 
can group some of these together, like election 
issues, Board transition, and meeting issues — 
all of that is in the NAO report. Sustainability 
and Green Ticket funds sort of go together. An 
upland kitchen, community center, and the win-
ery might all go together in some way. Some of 
these topics are an all-day workshop, and some 
may be evening workshops.

Diane noted there is also the annual budget 
meeting in January, and strategic planning is go-
ing to be multiple meetings over a serious por-
tion of time. She also suggested breakout groups 
in the work sessions where more discussions 
can take place and then come back to the whole 
group, for more efficient use of time.

Lisa appreciates what this motion is trying 
to accomplish, but would like to see work ses-
sions included in an overall work plan for the 
coming year that includes regular Board meet-
ings and all the business of the Board for the 
coming year. She is not comfortable with not 
knowing what the work session topics will be 
for the dates scheduled. Lisa supports what Lily 
is trying to do, but feels it needs to be part of a 
bigger agenda.

Justin likes the idea of getting together and 
planning what we want to be, and an organiza-
tional plan is important. One of the things with 

a strategic plan we have been talking about is to 
reduce the amount of scattershot, like Jon said, 
and focus on some priorities. Justin thinks work 
sessions in the past were not well attended, and 
they stopped due to lack of attendance. Hope-
fully, with some communication, outreach and 
video conferencing we can get membership in-
volvement. There is value in us getting together 
and having a forum, whether members show 
up or not.

Justin would like a strategic work plan where 
the Board can make accomplishments and “pull 
it across the finish line,” instead of so much 
focus on separate topics. Whatever we can do 
to engage committees, being a part of this and 
doing the work is helpful. In understanding 
what we are trying to achieve with a work plan, 
maybe not solving a problem at each work ses-
sion, but identifying some action items for com-
mittees is what we need to do. In our focus and 
deciding what is important, maybe we priori-
tize that not all items can be actioned in 2020. In 
doing so, we can better focus our time because 
we all have busy lives.

Justin appreciates Lily wanting to take the 
lead on planning and organizing the work ses-
sions, but it is a lot to stand up for and a lot 
to carry. He hopes there can be a Board work 
session with members and a facilitator about 
strategic planning. Justin supports the motion, 
but hopes it can be pared down so we can be 
successful in achieving the goals set as the top 
priority for the organization.

Jack thinks this is going down the wrong 
road. If you do the same thing over and over 
and get the same results, then that means some-
thing. To engage the larger membership, even 
if in an electronic way, we need to utilize our 
time to do more outreach upfront to get deeper 
involvement. We have to work toward a motion 
that really stands for change in the organization, 
and methodically put the information out there. 
He does not like the term work session because 
we have tried it so many times.

Jack knows that a controversial topic, like 
the winery, will get more attendance. We have 
to figure out how to break into the group of 
people who are just satisfied with the three-day 
event being successful, and get away from con-
troversy and things that divide us. To get more 
people involved in our organization at a higher 
level, just getting the Board and a few people 
together is not enough.

George agreed with Jack. When we brought 
a consultant in to help the Board work together 
and create a compact, and to be more unified 
when we brought on a new Executive Direc-
tor and move toward a governance Board, we 
were advised to resist the urge to do a bunch of 
piecemeal planning. We were told to give time 
for the ED to get their feet on the ground and 
become familiar with the issues to conceive a 
comprehensive and strategic plan, and allow 
things to fall in place in a certain kind of order. 
George feels that advice is being ignored.

George said great work is happening in cir-
cling back to committees, understanding how 
successful committees work and report back to 
the Board, and whether it is an operational or 
governance committee. It’s great work, but it is 
being done by Board members and the amount 
of time they are putting in is disproportionate. 
People say they want commemorative sales, but 
who steps up? We need to honor that our time 
and energy are finite, and direct them at things 
that are really meaningful and important, rather 
than trying to find little pieces of success along 
the way.

To George, work sessions sounds like talking 
sessions, but who is actually doing the work? 
It always falls back on the same people, and 
staff is not unlimited in their capacity. Staff is 
continually pushed to add more to their docket, 
and George wants to resist adding more to those 
who are already too busy. As well-meaning as 
it sounds to have work sessions, somebody on 
staff has to help get the venue and organize all 
the details, and he does not want to get behind 

asking staff to do more. As Jack said, we are fail-
ing in how to meaningfully engage people to get 
beyond the event and get invested in the overall 
expansion and health of the organization. We 
need to get folks onboard and involved, and not 
just when they are pissed off.

Aaron said we were talking about strategic 
planning and lists of ideas to do things that 
we need to look at, and we’re talking about 
meetings, all of which we have to do. She said 
the Board is not the only source of the ideas of 
what needs to happen at the Fair, so she is glad 
everybody came up with some ideas today for 
the work sessions, and we want to see more 
of that. She believes if we have that list from 
the membership and from our fine mind, we 
are going to be talking about this at the retreat. 
That is where she was talking about prioritizing 
the ideas. Once we prioritize those ideas, that 
is strategic planning. The process of figuring 
out where you need to go and prioritizing it, is 
strategic planning and is part of what you do.

Aaron said then you have to have discus-
sions around that, of course, that include mem-
bers. One of the things she had talked about 
when she first ran for the Board, was to create a 
system where you respect and utilize the knowl-
edge of our membership. We have crews that 
have so much knowledge in certain areas. She 
knows they are generally operational, however 
there are people who have enough knowledge 
to help us with the policy to run that operation, 
if we need to. So, if we actually reach out to 
them directly, the people — once we have our 
list — the people who might be the ones that 
have knowledge in a certain area, and we actu-
ally reach out to those crews directly it might be 
a way to get people more involved in things that 
they actually particularly know about. Aaron 
thinks it has to do with respecting them. Respect 
they have the knowledge and utilize it.

Aaron spoke to the work of the group look-
ing at committee best practices. The thing that 
is important about that is for committees to 
start putting out, at least two weeks in advance, 
topics they will be talking about, so that people 
can become engaged. We are working toward 
trying to let the membership get enthused about 
being engaged. They don’t have to go to every 
committee meeting for the entire year, if they 
have the knowledge of when a subject is being 
discussed, that they have a specific interest in. 
So, Aaron is hoping, that will help people be 
more involved.

To Aaron, all of this is part of strategic plan-
ning. We are going to have to prioritize, we are 
going to have to figure it out. Examining our 
mission statement is the first thing you do in 
strategic planning, and that has not come up in 
any of these ideas, and is maybe that is some-
thing we as a Board need to look at. She is still 
totally for having a work session, and she does 
not mind if we change the name. She thinks 
group think is fine, as somebody said.

Aaron thinks it would be great for us to have 
a work session in November. We did set up to 
have work sessions every third Monday, last 
year, and that fell apart when Laurel resigned 
because she was in charge of setting those dates. 
It was something the Board did agree to, al-
though we did not set all the topics ahead. We 
were working on them as they came up. Aaron 
is comfortable setting up a meeting in Novem-
ber and trying to do a little bit of forward mo-
tion on one topic that is all part of strategic plan-
ning. We can’t not do any of the work, because 
you haven’t made the plan. We can keep mov-
ing forward, and she thinks we can still reach 
membership. We are making strides. They are 
slow, but they are strides.

Spirit said she thought Jack nailed it. Atten-
dance is going to be topic driven. If the Board is 
holding meetings, they need to be about Board 
work. We have a lot of work on our plate. We set 
a lot of changes in motion without a plan. She 
knows Jack does not think just the Board getting 
together is worthy, but she thinks right now we 
have so much work to do, we can’t possibly get 
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it done in these meetings.
Spirit wants to acknowledge, recently there 

was a group of volunteers that came together 
and put together something really great, a can-
didate forum, to try and encourage informed 
voting. It was not really very well supported 
by the Board and staff, even though they didn’t 
have to do any work. So, we need to start lift-
ing up our volunteers who are doing the work, 
who are trying to be involved and acknowl-
edge there are those out there. It may not be by 
the hundreds, like we wish they would be, but 
again it is going to be topic-driven. 

Spirit was reminded of a work session in the 
past about amplified sound that Indigo and 
someone else helped on, and it did not involve 
the whole Board. She does not think these have 
to involve the whole Board, depending on what 
it is, so it doesn’t have to be that overwhelming. 
She wants us to keep that in mind as we move 
forward, that this is not set in stone of what 
everyone has as a vision of — these huge work 
sessions are going to take a lot of work. We can 
do this and not have to put this on staff.

Diane thanked Lily for doing all this, and 
was sorry for not responding because she is 
not used to doing Board work by email. When 
we did the Vison Quest, we had at least three 
all-day sessions and break-out groups. It was 
very well attended; of course we fed ourselves. 
We gave reports from each group, and Chewie 
sang his report which was great. Anyway, Diane 
thinks we have to think larger when it comes to 
the strategic plan, in which these are parts. For 
instance, if we do a workshop on the winery, 
we should do it on the winery site, we should 
have food, and we should have a walk and 
talk because walking around the place is great. 
We hired Wally, partly, to lead us through the 
strategic plan process, so we have somebody 
at the helm.

Lily said her response is mostly to Jack. She 
thinks it doesn’t have to be problematic that 
more people haven’t come. If we schedule these 
out, it gives people the ability to plan their lives 
around the things they think are important. 
That is why she wanted to set the schedule. It 
goes a long way to us walking our talk if we 
believe in involving the membership in our 
discussions. We can’t work in closed sessions, 
and don’t want to work in closed sessions over 
all of this stuff. If membership does not want to 
participate, that’s OK. We still have to get the 
work done because we can’t get it done here, 
we can’t do it over email, and we don’t want 
to have closed sessions every month. There is 
work that needs to be done and needs the 12 of 
us to sit in a room and talk things out.

Maybe we need to have other stakeholders 
involved, and that was part of Lily’s vision for 
this, that the stakeholders and the people that 
have the experience, and maybe the legal people 
that we need advice from on each of these topics 
would be invited. But we need a time to do that. 
If membership is given all the opportunities 
seven months ahead of time to know to make 
the plans to be available on the third Monday of 
May because that’s the one that they care about 
coming to, that’s the best way we can elicit their 
participation. If they don’t want to participate, 
we’ve done our due diligence. The NAO con-
sultant talked about us rolling up our sleeves 
and getting to work, and we can make this look 
however we want.

Regardless of the number of participants, 
Lily would like for the work sessions to hap-
pen, and they don’t need to be required for 
the Board. If a Board member does not want to 
work on a specific topic, then they don’t have to 
work on it. Out of those things can come action 
items, and hopefully nothing will get complete-
ly dropped. Maybe after we’ve talked about it, 
we’ll realize there are 10 volunteers who really 
want to take it forward, and it doesn’t have to 
be the Board dropping the ball on that. Then, 
the Board members can either prepare or not 
prepare for the one next month, as each one sees 
fit. That’s one way we can get more information 

out to the community for membership partici-
pation. Lily thinks there has been plenty of call 
for member participation, and if members don’t 
feel like participating, then having made the 
opportunity available she has done the most 
she can do. She does not feel like we need to be 
bummed out that there is not more member-
ship participation. Members will participate at 
exactly the level they want when they have the 
opportunity.

Paxton said in past, specifically in the ’90s, 
work sessions were heavily attended. He does 
not see this as strategic planning. While it affects 
strategic planning, he sees strategic planning as 
a whole separate operation. What they really 
used to be was communicating information to 
the membership, and getting feedback from 
the membership. With a meeting on the winery, 
Paxton envisions a presentation about the land 
use problems and what we can do with the 
grapes, and stuff like that. There are several dif-
ferent reports on the winery, like a soil report, 
about what we can do with the property. In 
reality, all of these things are information that 
is held by a small group of people. It would be 
better to distribute the information to more and 
more people so they can understand all of the 
concepts or problems that go into the decision 
of what we are doing.

Paxton sees work sessions as more of an in-
formation conduit, and a discussion conduit in 
return. It is basically communication to him. It 
has to be well organized, you need presenta-
tions, you need a facilitator, and if it’s going to 
be online you need somebody to interact with 
the meeting and help with the questions from 
the online feedback. So, there is quite a bit of 
logistics that are involved, and that will be diffi-
cult to start up. But Paxton thinks we can figure 
out how to do it. He does not think the Board 
can do all of the work, and that it will involve 
some of staff, it will involve finding locations 
and things like that. Trying to do a work ses-
sion for November will be difficult, but Paxton 
is willing to work toward doing that.

In regard to random acts of planning and 
having a strategic plan, Peaches said these ses-
sions and taking them topic by topic, engaging 
membership, and talking amongst ourselves 
is the work we need to do that didn’t get done 
this year. And there is more coming down the 
pipe, but we can walk and chew gum at the 
same time. Any part of a strategic plan is to do 
some information gathering, and you want to 
see how the membership feels, get their visions 
and ideas and gather that data. Having those 
conversations and finding out who we are, what 
we think, and what we feel is important is part 
of informing the strategic planning process. It’s 
not a separate thing and will get integrated. 
Strategic planning takes a long time, and we can 
be doing some stuff in the meantime. We don’t 
have to stall out. Maybe we should call them 
play sessions, instead of work sessions.

As amended, Lily moved and Peaches 
seconded the following motion: The Board 
moves to create a calendar for work sessions 
with membership on the third Monday of the 
month. The first work session will be Mon-
day, November 18, at 7 pm, with location to be 
determined, at which we will discuss future 
work sessions through May, except January.

Motion passed: 7-2-1; Spirit, Aaron, Paxton, 
Justin, Lily, Peaches, and Jack in favor. Jon 
and George opposed, and Lisa abstained. Jack 
voted in Diane’s absence.

President’s Peace

Jack said to come to the annual meeting and 
vote on October 19. The more people we get to 
vote, will be more people interested who we can 
reach out to, to help with building the future of 
the organization. After a while, when you don’t 
have the excitement of membership and the 
rush of the event, it gets to be a burden to make 
a lot of really difficult decisions when people 

don’t show up, and that makes us vulnerable. 
We owe it to ourselves and future Boards to feel 
that we are buoyed, and we need to do that.

Come out and vote, and speak about the 
organization. We did a very exciting thing to-
night, and we do numerous exciting things all 
the time. The event is a beautiful thing that has 
gone on for 50 years and will continue, but we 
need to concentrate more on the organization 
because it is so much bigger, and more than that. 
Jack will continue to hope building the excite-
ment we need to carry us forward, and making 
decisions of the heart.

Draft Agenda for November 4, 2019, Board 
Meeting

7 pm, NW Youth Corps, Columbia Room:

Consent calendar / Board Donations
Approve September 9, 2019, and October 7, 

2019, Board meeting minutes
Approve annual meeting election results — 

Jack
Closed session recording and minutes — 

Aaron
OCF Organizational Chart — Lily
Move Solar/Power funds to the Peach Power 

fund — Peaches 
Move remainder of 2018 and 2019 Green 

Ticket funds to the Peach Power fund — Peaches
Create new budget line item for carbon neu-

trality project — Peaches
Clarify legislative intent of the Board motion 

accepting the draft of the NAO recommenda-
tions — Jon S.

Establish Fair event ticket sales limits — Di-
ane

Appoint Chris “Ichabod” Murray to the 
Peach Power Committee — Peaches

Appoint norma sax to the Elections Commit-
tee — Lisa

Consideration of Commemorative Sales rec-
ommendations — Peaches

Publish Board sponsored donations in Fair 
Family News — Peaches

Anti-harassment policy, directing Wally to 
work with HR — Spirit

Start discussion of membership involvement 
in the planning process — Aaron

Membership and Board dialogue, if time per-
mits

Jon provided the following information re-
garding his NAO motion:

At the October 2018 Board meeting, a series 
of motions were passed arising from the recom-
mendations made by the Nonprofit Association 
of Oregon consultant working with the Fair. The 
first six of these motions called for specific ac-
tions to be taken. The seventh motion as stated 
in the minutes approved the following month 
was “Justin moved and Paxton seconded to ac-
cept the draft of the NAO recommendations.” 
Some people appear to have interpreted that 
motion to mean that the Board adopted for im-
plementation all the NAO recommendations.

To provide some official clarity I move that 
in passing the motion “to accept the draft of the 
NAO recommendations,” it was the Board’s leg-
islative intent to acknowledge receipt of all the 
NAO recommendations not addressed by the 
previous six motions, holding them for future 
consideration, and that the only implementa-
tion actions taken were encapsulated in the pre-
vious six motions. The Board did not wholesale 
adopt or approve the draft recommendations.

In making this motion, I would like to point 
out that if you Google “accept,” the primary def-
inition is “consent to receive (a thing offered).”


